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Abstract 

More and more system operators are interested in calculating transfer capability in real-

time using real-time power flow models generated from the Energy Management System 

(EMS). However, compared to off-line study models, EMS models usually cover only a 

limited portion of the interconnected system. In most situations, it is not practical to ex-

tend the EMS model to capture the impact of the external systems and therefore using an 

equivalent network becomes necessary.  

 

The development of equivalent circuits to represent external areas was a topic dis-

cussed over the last 50 years. Almost all of these methods require impedance information 

about the external area to develop the equivalent circuit. Unfortunately utilities do not 

have the external impedance information in the real-time. Therefore, normal industry 

practice is to use off-line studies to develop an equivalent circuit and use that circuit in 

the real-time operation without any validation. This can result in errors in the security as-

sessment. Therefore, power industry need a method to develop or validate an equivalent 

circuit based on the available real-time information. This thesis work is focussed on 

meeting that industry need.   

 

The work on this thesis presents two new methods that can be used to generate an 

equivalent circuit based on the boundary conditions. This method involves calculating 



equivalent impedance between two areas based on the boundary stations voltages, voltage 

angles and power leaving the boundary stations into external areas.   

 

This thesis uses power system simulation between two areas to change the system 

condition to obtain different boundary bus voltages, voltage angles and power injections 

to generate necessary data. Regression analysis and least square method is then used to 

generate the equivalent circuit using these data. It is expected that system changes will 

provide necessary information in the real-time to generate the equivalent circuit.  

 

The proposed methodology is validated with modified three area 300 bus system 

as well as using Manitoba Hydro’s system. Contingency analysis, transfer level calcula-

tion and PV curves analysis is used to validate the proposed method.  Simulation results 

show that the proposed method produces adequate accuracy in comparison with detailed 

off-line system models.  

 

The main advantage of the proposed method as compared to other existing meth-

ods such as Ward and REI is that the proposed method does not require external imped-

ance information to generate the equivalent circuit. The ability to generate reasonably 

good equivalent circuit only using available boundary information will help utilities to 

generate or validate the equivalent circuit based on the current system conditions, which 

will intern help improve the accuracy of the security assessment.   
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

A reliable power supply is the expectation of every customer connected to the electric 

grid and it is also the vision of every power utility. This can be achieved since every ma-

jor power grid is monitored and controlled in real-time by the system operators located in 

power system control centres. This Chapter provides an introduction to power system 

control centres, and the power system security assessment carried out by the control cen-

tres. 

1.1 Power System Control Centre 

The power system control centre can be considered as the central nerve system of the 

power system [1-4]. It is the duty and the responsibility of the system operators located in 

the control centre to monitor and operate the power system in most secure and reliable 

manner.  
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Control centres are equipped with many tools to help system operators manage 

the power system. The main application used by every control centre is the Energy Man-

agement Systems (EMS’s). An EMS consists of a collection of many tools that enable 

power system operators to carry out their functions in an efficient and effective manner.  

 

A Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system is one of the main 

components of an EMS [5-6]. SCADA systems bring system wide data into the control 

centre and send various control signals to remote devices/stations through dedicated 

communication systems. The data coming into control centre includes station voltage, ac-

tive and reactive power flow on lines and equipment, status indication of circuit breakers 

and switches, and various alarms and warnings. This data is processed through the state 

estimator to correct any errors introduced due to measuring and data transmission and to 

estimate any missing data [7-12]. 

 

The meter values (once processed) are displayed in one of many display screens 

in the EMS. The power system may be displayed geographically or with electrical sche-

matics. Various displays are provided for generation, transmission, and distribution sys-

tems. 

 

Meter readings are also checked against various system operating limits. For ex-

ample, line and transformer loadings are checked against equipment ratings while station 

voltages are checked against voltage criteria. When a facility is operating outside the de-

sired operating range, warning alarms are created in the EMS for operators to take correc-
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tive actions. These operator actions may include switching reactors/capacitors, changing 

transformer taps, turning on and off generators, changing generator loading levels, and 

operating breakers. These functions may be carried out remotely from the control centres 

through SCADA or done at local stations.  

 

Today, most area power systems are interconnected to form the regional or conti-

nental power grids for reliability and economic benefit. However, an area power system 

will be impacted by neighbouring power systems due to interconnections. Therefore, 

most area control centres are equipped with the EMS that has the ability to monitor the 

interconnected system beyond their functional control areas. Control centres monitoring 

the system beyond their control areas share real-time data through Inter-Control Centre 

Communications Protocol (ICCP) [13-15]. 

 

Most control centres also act as “Balancing Authorities” responsible for balancing 

generation with system load, export/import commitments, and operating reserve require-

ments within the control areas [16-23]. These functions include unit commitment and 

economic dispatch calculations [24-33] and Automatic Generation Control (AGC) con-

trol for variation in load, frequency and interchange schedule [34-40].  

 

There are other auxiliary applications in today’s control centre. Some of these ap-

plications include weather forecast, fire-monitoring, outage management, and transmis-

sion scheduling and tagging.  
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1.2 Situational Awareness and Security Assess-

ments in Power Systems 

Situational Awareness (SA) is defined by M.R. Endsley as “the perception of the ele-

ments in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their 

meaning and the projection of their status in the near future” [41, 42].  In simple terms, 

Situational Awareness is the ability to identify, process, and comprehend the critical 

components of information about what is happening and what is about to happen. The 

application of SA techniques can be traced back over 60 years ago in the United States 

Air Force [43]. Since then situational awareness and security assessment has been heavily 

adopted by air traffic controllers and nuclear power plants [44, 45]. 

 

Situational awareness and security assessment also find application in the power 

industry [46-49]. Today’s power system control centres are equipped with various ad-

vanced situational awareness and security assessment tools to provide system operators 

with early warning and mitigation plans. The basic form of situational awareness in a 

control centre is to monitor facility operating conditions such as station voltages, loading 

levels, and so on, to compare against operating limits, and to generate display system 

statuses and alarm to draw operators’ attention.  This basic SA application ensures that 

line loading and bus voltages are operated within acceptable levels during normal system 

operation. 
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The power system is not a static system.  It is a dynamic system and vulnerable to 

various types of disturbances such as outage to a transmission line, power transformer, or 

generator. The system operator must always posture the system such that the loss of a 

single element from the current operating state does not jeopardize the reliability of the 

power system. In the power system industry, the potential loss of a contingent element is 

referred to as n-1 (n minus one) contingency.  

 

The need for a security assessment tool, which can predict the stability of the 

power system after a disturbance, was first recognized by the United States Federal En-

ergy Regulatory Commission (FERC) in its final report prepared for the North East 

blackout in 1965. The report recommended that utilities should have a security assess-

ment tool in the control centre that is capable of periodically assessing the system secu-

rity for selected key contingencies [50]. This tool is commonly known as Real-Time Con-

tingency Analysis (RTCA) and is now part of the EMS used in most utilities [51-54]. 

RTCA simulates a set of pre-identified contingencies on the real-time power flow model. 

More details on creating real-time power flow model will be discussed in Chapter 2. 

Alarms are generated when post-contingency equipment loading or voltage exceeds post-

contingency operating limits. The alarms allow system operators to take proactive actions 

to ensure system stability in the event of any single pre-identified contingencies. This 

process of creating power flow models and performing contingency analysis runs peri-

odically in a predetermined time interval to assess the system security in a continuous 

manner. The current industry practice for security assessment is to design and operate the 

power system to withstand a set of contingencies. 
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With this approach, contingency analysis assesses power system security at the 

current operating state. In other words, RTCA addresses the question as to whether the 

current operating condition is secure or not. However, it cannot answer the question as to 

how secure the current operating condition is. 

 

Traditionally System Operating Limits (SOL) are derived from the off-line oper-

ating studies. The engineers responsible for power system operations perform studies 

with off-line power system model to determine the transfer capabilities across various in-

ternal and external interfaces and establish any operating restrictions.  These limits are 

then implemented in the EMS to provide operating limits to the operators. Since transfer 

capabilities are function of operating condition such as generation and loading conditions, 

it is impossible for the off-line studies to account for the all real-time operating condi-

tions, for which the transfer capability is derived. As a result, more conservative assump-

tions are made to cover the worst operating conditions, which results in more restricted 

system operation.  

 

Power utilities have experienced increased challenges in maintaining power sys-

tem reliability over the years. Capital cost constraints compounded with the increased dif-

ficulty in acquiring a right of way to build new facilities due to environmental regula-

tions, have forced system operators to look at new ways of maximizing the use of the ex-

isting power grid without compromising system security. One of the strategies that many 

power utilities have taken to address this challenge is the development of the real-time 

security assessment technology [55].  
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1.2.1 Real-time Security Assessment  

North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) defines real-time as-

sessment as “An evaluation of system conditions using Real-time data to assess existing 

(pre-Contingency) and potential (post-Contingency) operating conditions. The assess-

ment shall reflect applicable inputs including, but not limited to: load, generation output 

levels, known Protection System and Special Protection System status or degradation, 

Transmission outages, generator outages, Interchange, Facility Ratings, and identified 

phase angle and equipment limitations” [136]. Based on this definition, this thesis adopts 

the term “real-time security assessment” for security assessment performed using the 

real-time data. The term “online” for the real-time and “off-line” using non real-time data 

are also commonly used in the literature.  

1.3 Motivation  

As presented in Section 1.2, real time security analysis is based on the real-time 

power flow model generated from the EMS.  Proper representation of external system is 

necessary for the accurate real time security assessment. The common practice is to use 

an equivalent circuit as developed in the offline studies to represent the external area in 

the real time security assessment.  

Today, commercially available power system study applications can be used to 

automatically create an equivalent circuit using admittance reduction methods [150]. De-
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veloping equivalent circuits in the utility environment typically consists of the following 

steps: 

• Create an off-line power flow model that represents the typical operation of the 

system.  

• Identify the external area. Since real-time studies start from the power flow model 

generated from the utility’s EMS, the external area for the real-time studies is the 

area not modelled in the utility’s EMS.  

• Use impedance reduction methods to generate the equivalent circuits for the ex-

ternal area.  

• Model the equivalent circuits in the utility’s EMS. 

• Update the equivalent circuits using the state estimator to meet boundary condi-

tions at the boundary of the buffer zone.  

 

Clearly the equivalent circuit created with the above method is only valid for the 

original base case conditions. To account for different operating conditions, several 

equivalent circuits may be developed to represent various operating conditions such as 

export, import, high load, low load, summer, winter, etc.  

 

The equivalent circuit is only accurate if the equivalent circuit impedance can be 

adaptive to the changes of impedance in operating condition of the external area. Unfor-

tunately, utilities do not have real-time information of the external system, which repre-

sents a challenge in developing accurate equivalent circuit for real-time security assess-

ment.  
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The objective of the real-time analysis is to eliminate some of the conservative as-

sumptions used in off-line studies so as maximize the use of the transmission system. 

Therefore, there is a dire need in the power system real-time security assessment to de-

velop accurate equivalent circuits that are based on available real-time information, 

which is a new area of research in the industry today. 

 

1.4 Research Objective  

The objective of this thesis is to develop equivalent circuits using available real-

time boundary information to represent the external area system for real-time security as-

sessment. Real time boundary information such as boundary bus voltages, voltage angle 

and power injection from the external stations are commonly available from station me-

tering such as Phasor Measurement Units (PMU). This thesis proposes two methods of 

deriving equivalent circuit to enhance the real time security assessment.  

 

1.5 Thesis Outline  

In this chapter background information of security assessments and power system control 

centres was introduced. It was shown that real-time security assessment plays a key role 

in the security of the power system. 
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 Chapter 2 presents details on how to present the power system in the real-time 

security assessments. Special attention is given to modelling external data in the security 

assessment.  

 

Chapter 3 presents the proposed method to develop equivalent circuit based on the 

boundary information using linear regression method. The proposed method is validated 

with the modified IEEE three area 300 bus system. 

 

Chapter 4 presents the improved method to generate equivalent circuit using least 

square method. This method is also validated using IEEE three area 300 bus system.  

 

Chapter 5 introduces Manitoba Hydro system and present the work related to de-

veloping equivalent circuit for the Manitoba Hydro EMS system. 

 

Chapter 6 proposes a few ways in which current security assessment can be im-

proved. Particular attention will be given to the contingencies associated with generation 

and load losses as well as modelling various components in the power system during the 

contingency analysis.   

 

Chapter 7 summarizes the study work in this thesis and presents suggestion for 

the future works.  
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Chapter 2 

Developing an Equivalent Circuit 

 This chapter describes details on modelling power system in the real-time security as-

sessment. Special attention will be given to modelling external area in the security as-

sessment.  

2.1 Modelling Power System for Real-time Secu-

rity Assessments  

Most real-time security assessments in control centres start from the real-time power flow 

model. Therefore creating a power flow data model file which represents the actual oper-

ating state of the power system is very important. This section provides a very brief over-

view on the creation of a power flow model and the various equations associated with 

solving power flow model. Detailed discussion on power flow models can be found in the 

literature [56-58]. The network equation of the power system can be written in matrix 

form as: 
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Where: 

n  is the total number of nodes in the power system 

Yii  is the self admittance of the node i 

Yij  is the mutual admittance of the node i and j 

Vi  is the phasor voltage of the node i 

Ii  is the phasor current flowing into the network at node i 

 

If the current injections at all buses are known, the above equation will become a 

set of linear equations. The equations can be solved to find the voltage at each node. In 

practice, not all the current injections into the system are known. The relationship be-

tween current (Ik) at any node k, with active power (Pk), reactive power (Qk), and voltage 

(Vk) is given by the following formula (where j is the imaginary unit).  

 

 
k

kk
k V

jQP
I


  (2) 

   

The four basic parameters associated with each bus in a practical power system 

are: active power (P), reactive power (Q), voltage magnitude (V), and voltage angle (). 

Only some of the parameters are known for any given bus in the power system. Depend-
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ing on the known parameters, buses in the network can be divided into three different 

types: 

• Load bus or PQ buses. These are the buses with loads where active and reactive 

power consumption is known. Voltage and voltage angle for these buses can be 

derived by solving the network equations.  

• Generation buses or PV buses. These are the buses with generators where active 

power and voltage magnitude is known. These buses change their reactive power 

output to maintain the specified local or remote bus voltage. The network solution 

will provide the reactive power output for these buses and voltage angle.   

• Swing bus or the slack bus. These are the buses where voltage magnitude and an-

gle is specified. This is a special generator bus in the network and it is used to 

balance the active power output of the island in which it is connected. Therefore, 

active power out of this bus is initially unknown. It is necessary to solve the net-

work equations to determine the active power and reactive power output of this 

bus. Voltage angle of the swing bus is generally fixed and the voltage angles of all 

other buses within the same island are calculated with respect to the swing bus 

voltage angle.   

 

Every effort should be taken to ensure that the power flow model represents the 

actual system condition under investigation since security assessment starts with the 

power flow model.  This includes formulating power flow model data from the actual 

system data. 
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Two types of data are required to generate the power flow model. The first set of 

data is the network modelling data which includes the impedance of all the network ele-

ments connected to the power system under investigation. This data is used to generate 

the bus admittance matrix or the Y matrix. As explained previously, the power system 

model contains the buses from its own system and may include parts from an external 

system. The impedance values of the system’s own network elements can be collected 

with some effort. Greater effort is required to collect the impedance value of the external 

system. It is also very important to maintain the accuracy of these network impedance 

values after various system improvements and changes. Once these data are collected, the 

admittance matrix can be generated based on the system configuration. It is important to 

find a mechanism to update this admittance matrix in real-time with planned and un-

planned system outages for a real-time power flow model. 

 

The second set of data necessary to generate the power flow model is the operat-

ing data which includes active and reactive power demand at PQ buses, and the active 

power generation and voltage magnitude of PV buses. Unlike network model data, these 

operating data could change from minute to minute.  

 

It is necessary to generate a power flow model in real-time in order to perform 

real-time analysis. This requires utilities to update both the Y matrix and the operating 

data on a real-time basis.  As mentioned in the previous section, most power systems are 

interconnected with each other. Therefore, utilities have to model and update the internal 
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data together with an external area in real-time for the power flow data used in the real-

time security assessments. 

2.2 Modelling the External Network Data in 

Real-time Security Assessment  

The method of modelling external data in the security assessment depends on the utility. 

Various utilities choose different methods to model the external area. This section de-

scribes various choices made by utilities. 

 

Before going further, it is important to understand some terminology and concepts as-

sociated with internal areas and external areas. A system in which a utility has control 

over an area and in which the utility would like to perform the security analysis is gener-

ally known as the internal system. Any system outside the internal system is generally 

known as the external system. As explained before, the internal system can be impacted 

not only by the activities happening in the internal system (where the control centre has 

authority) but also can be impacted by the activities happing in the external system 

(where the control centre has no authority). Therefore, it is necessary to model the exter-

nal system accurately in any security assessments or transfer calculation assessments. The 

impact of the external system on the internal system reduces with increasing electrical 

distance. Therefore, the requirement for detail is greater in the external area immediately 

adjacent to the internal area than it is for the rest of the external area. This boundary area 

is generally known as the buffer zone or is sometimes called the internal-external area.    
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The remaining external system is called the remote section or outer-external system. The 

internal, external, buffer and remote systems are illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Internal System External System and Buffer Zone  

 

Consider another example where part of the interconnection consists of Areas A, 

B, C and D and tie lines connecting these areas as shown in Figure 2. Area-A is the entity 

interested in carrying out real-time transfer analysis and its EMS model contains all the 

major electrical equipments in Area-A as the internal system, and parts of Area-B, Area-

C and Area-D (as shown) as the buffer system. The station C1 is the boundary station in 

Area-C, i.e. it is at the boundary of the buffer system in Area-A’s model. Similarly sta-

tions D1, D2, D3, and D4 are the boundary stations in Area-D and included in the Area-A 

EMS model. The rest of the area is the remote system. 
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Figure 2: Part of the Interconnected System  

 

Different utilities use different ways to represent the remote system in the security 

assessment. Some of these methods are: 

• Ignore the remote system 

• Use the full power system model 

• Use an equivalent network 

 

The easiest method is to ignore the remote system beyond the buffer zone. When 

using this method, most utilities model the cut off lines as a load at the boundary station. 

This is illustrated Figure 3 and Figure 4 for boundary station D3. Figure 3 shows the 

power system model for station D5, D3 and D6. The line AB is the boundary of the 
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buffer zone. Station D3 is the boundary station, Station D6 is the cut off station and line 

between station D3 and D6 is the cut off line. Figure 4 shows the power flow between the 

stations D3 to D6 can be modelled in station D3 as a positive or negative load depending 

on the real-time power flow. 

 

Figure 3: Boundary Station  

 

Figure 4: Modelling Cut-off Lines in Boundary Stations 
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In Figure 2, it can be seen that Area-A and Area-C are connected through two tie lines. In 

addition, Area-A and Area-C are also connected via a high impedance path through Area-

D. In the modelling method described above, the connection between Area-A and Area-C 

through Area-D will be lost. Therefore, unless utilities use a larger buffer zone to account 

for all the external impact this method will produce errors in the security assessment.  

 

2.2.1 Use of Unreduced Power System Model for the External 

System  

Most of the off-line studies typically start their analysis with the unreduced power 

flow model. Utilities are usually grouped based on reliability control regions and tasked 

to develop a set of power flow models to represent the model for a particular period [59]. 

Members of the model building group submit the load forecast, expected generation dis-

patch order, expected export and import, and outages to a central location. The model 

building group then use this information to generate a network admittance matrix. They 

use the matrix and operational data to come up with the best power flow model for the 

given time period. Members of the model building group then use this as the base case 

for their off-line studies. One of the ways to represent the internal and external system in 

the real-time security assessment is to use the same full system used in the off-line stud-

ies for the real-time studies. 
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The objective of the real-time assessment is to provide an accurate analysis of the 

system based on the actual real-time conditions. The accuracy of the real-time security 

assessment greatly depends on the accuracy of the power flow model used since the real-

time security assessment starts with this real-time power flow model. As mentioned 

above, network admittance can change due to planned or unplanned outages. The net-

work admittance matrix can be reconfigured if the utility has access to the network status 

of the elements in real-time. Real-time operational data, which include active power out-

put of the generators and load demand data, are required to generate the remaining part of 

the equations. 

 

In order for a utility to perform a real-time analysis using the full models two 

conditions must be satisfied.  First, it is necessary to develop the network model of the 

system. The model should show the network connections with the correct impedance of 

each link, location of generation and loads, etc. Second, the network model should be up-

dated with real-time information. Modelling an entire area with the correct parameters in 

an EMS is time consuming and requires lots of resources. Therefore, once modelled, it is 

very important to allocate resources and create a process to keep the model up to date 

with system enhancements and changes. This is very challenging as there is no require-

ment to share the system enhancement of a particular area with other areas.  It is even 

more challenging to update the operational data in the power flow model in real-time. 

The full model can not only go beyond a utility’s own boundary, sometimes it can even 

go beyond the boundary of the reliability coordinator.  This is illustrated with Manitoba 

Hydro’s model. Manitoba Hydro is a member of the MRO (Midwest Reliability Organi-
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sation) model building group and participates in the regional model building process. In 

return, Manitoba Hydro receives the off-line model of the entire eastern interconnection. 

Manitoba Hydro uses this power system model in off-line studies. Figure 5 shows the 

North American interconnection regions. The MISO area (who is the Reliability Coordi-

nator for Manitoba Hydro) is shown in the colour turquoise. 

 

Figure 5: North American Interconnection Regions   

 

Most control centres do not have real-time data of the entire external system. 

Therefore, construction of a real-time power flow model for the complete area is not a 
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trivial task. Within utilitiy’s own control area, there could be some  small pockets of area 

where they do not have visibility. These areas are usually known as unobservable areas.  

Utilities use the data from the areas which are observable to estimate the parameters of 

the unobservable areas in the state estimator. Utilities use a similar concept to estimate 

the parameters of the external area of the power flow model by considering it as one large 

unobservable area.  They use the available real-time data with various techniques to ob-

tain the correct boundary condition and estimate the parameters for the external area [60-

67].  

 

Few utilities spend the time to match the real-time model area to the off-line 

model area. Instead they use the off-line studies to determine the cut-off region (where 

modelling beyond that will have only marginal impact to the accuracy of the analysis) 

and only model that area in the EMS. 

2.3 Use of an Equivalent Network to Represent 

the External System  

One of the most widely used methods in the industry to represent the external system is to 

use an equivalent circuit. This section describes the evolution of equivalent circuits over 

time and discusses some of the previous work carried out in the equivalent circuit’s area.  
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2.3.1 Evolution of Equivalent Circuits over Time   

Prior to 1929 power systems studies engineers and researchers mainly used mathematical 

calculations to solve power flow equations. In 1929, the first ac network analyser, jointly 

designed and developed by Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and General 

Electric (GE), was installed in the Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory in the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology at Cambridge, MA, USA [68]. Up until the 1960s, 

power system studies engineers and researchers around the world used network analyzers 

for operation and planning studies of the power system [68-72]. A network analyzer has a 

number of components such as generator units, line units, load units, and capacitors units 

to represent the power system under study.  For example, a network analyzer installed in 

the United States Bureau of Reclamation had 12 generator units, 108 line units, 32 load 

units, and 42 capacitor units to model the power system [69]. Towards the late 1940s, the 

load and generation of power systems had increased and so too had the number of inter-

connections with neighbouring systems.  As a result, power system engineers and re-

searchers were forced to find a new method to represent the system with the available 

components in the network analyzer. This led to the start of research into equivalent cir-

cuits. 

 

Ward’s paper describes two practices used in the early 1940s to reduce the size of 

the network [73]. The first method is that the network that needs to be studied in detail is 

terminated at interconnecting points, and the adjacent system is represented by a load or 

generator attached at each of these terminals (referred to as stub loads and generators). 
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Connections through the reduced system are omitted entirely and an estimated tie line 

flow, based on system readings or previous studies, is reproduced in the stub loads and 

generators at the interconnection terminals. However, with system changes, it is difficult 

to predict the value of the stub loads or generators at the boundary with sufficient accu-

racy, specifically for future conditions.  In the second method, the system to be simplified 

is replaced by an equivalent circuit in which the identity of the tie-line terminals and gen-

erator busses are retained. Between these various busses, the line network is represented 

by an equivalent circuit.   In 1949, Ward proposed a method to reduce the power system 

network while preserving the impact of the external system such that the reduced model 

could be modelled in the network analyzer [73]. 

 

Brown and Cloues noted that the industry use a different equivalent circuits for 

load flow studies and stability studies [74]. Therefore, it was necessary to modify the ana-

lyzer set up to perform stability studies after load flow studies and vice versa. Brown and 

Cloues proposed a new method to develop an equivalent circuit which could be used in-

terchangeably for both load flow and stability studies [74].  

 

In 1946, Jennings and George suggested that power system analysis could be per-

formed by the accounting machines of the International Business Machine (IBM) type 

which was usually available to members of the light and power industry [75]. At this 

time, the power system industry slowly started to use digital computers for power system 

analysis [75-91]. With the use of digital computers, the power system industry no longer 
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had to worry about the component limitations in the network analyzer and the need for 

equivalent circuits was diminished.  

 

By the late 1960s, power systems had developed in size and complexity which 

demanded large numbers of power flow models to be solved for proper security assess-

ments. Therefore the use of network analyzers even with equivalent circuits was not pos-

sible. The power industry found that in applications involving security questions and lo-

cal control of an area for a large interconnected system it was often not economically 

practical to analyze the entire system due to the following reasons [92]. 

• Costly repetition of data processing and associated computation, since significant 

questions concerning system security would only appear in the proximity of a dis-

turbance   

• Excessive capital costs associated with computing facilities capable of processing 

large power networks 

• Meter-placement costs and, at times, the practical difficulties associated with data 

gathering from remotely located or not wholly-owned parts of the interconnected 

system 

• Reliability problems associated with handling the data for the entire network 

 

At the same time, the power industry had shown the desire to use mini computers 

for power system analysis, which restored the need for equivalent circuits. Duran et al. 

identified the operational objective of the equivalent circuit as its ability to simulate the 
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system conditions within the area of interest while retaining the accuracy of the results 

within acceptable operational limits when: 

• Local disturbances such as equipment outages are present in the area  

• Changes in operating conditions such as load and generation levels occur 

throughout the system [92]. 

They also identified the following difficulties in meeting the above operational require-

ments when using equivalent circuits: 

• An equivalent network model is never exactly interchangeable with the original 

network from which it is derived. The best that it can do is to reproduce exactly a 

single set of operating conditions, the knowledge of which is generally assumed 

in the derivation of the equivalent. Approximate results are then obtained for 

moderately different operating conditions. 

• Local disturbances in the area affect the neighbouring systems. Occasionally they 

may cause some components in the neighbouring system to reach operating limi-

tations such as thermal or stability constraints. In the equivalent representations, 

however, the individuality of the neighbouring system components is lost so that 

it is no longer possible to detect occurrences of such events. 

• Changes in operating conditions in the neighbouring systems affect, in general, 

the area of interest. In the equivalent representation, the effect of the variables at 

neighbouring system buses is aggregated at the boundary buses of the area such 

that the effect of changes in these variables may become difficult to trace. 
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Due to the constraints listed above, Duran et al. shifted and broadened the ap-

proach of the equivalent circuit problem from the classical question of how to obtain the 

equivalent network.  The new approach instead addressed the questions of how to choose 

the buses to be retained in the equivalent and how to use the equivalent for a wide set of 

operating conditions. They argued that it is necessary to retain the sub-system area called 

the buffer system between the internal area and external area as shown in Figure 1 for an 

accurate analysis. It is necessary to retain the complete model of the buffer system due to 

following reasons. 

• The accuracy of the equivalent may be very sensitive to whether a bus is elimi-

nated or not. For example, if the bus is electrically close to the study area. 

• Operational limitations on neighbouring system components such as bus voltage 

levels or line current ratings may be violated due to area disturbances. Such con-

ditions may prevail, for example, if power is rerouted through the neighbouring 

system due to area outages. 

• Line power flows and voltages in the area of interest may be very sensitive to the 

current neighbouring system operating conditions. Generation and voltage levels 

in neighbouring buses are examples of such conditions.  

 

By about the 1970s, the power system industry had access to more powerful third 

generation computers providing the opportunity to exercise greater control over the 

scheduling of power system facilities. More importantly, these advanced computers made 

it possible to realistically consider the application of control computers for the reliability 

aspect of system operation. An important consideration in the use of on-line computers 
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for reliability applications was the development and testing of analytical techniques for 

monitoring the present status of the power system by developing a real-time power flow 

solution based on system measurements [62, 93-95]. The real-time power flow model 

derivation process used a state estimator to address any errors associated with measure-

ments and missing data. 

 

Power system operators faced a new challenge when it came to creating a real-

time power flow model with the external system for the following reasons [62], 

• It was not possible to obtain real-time operating data of the external area.  

• Power utilities only modelled the major transmission elements, ignoring the ma-

jority of the sub-transmission network. 

• Knowledge of forced or scheduled line outages of the external system was not al-

ways available 

 

These factors forced the power industry to look into creating equivalent circuits to 

use with the state estimators [62, 63]. 

2.4 Main Methods Used in Developing Equiva-

lent Circuits  

A comprehensive review of the major methods used in the industry can be found in the 

literature [96-100].  Among the methods available, the most widely used methods in the 

industry are the Ward method, Residual Equivalent Independent (REI) method and some 
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variation of the above two methods. This section provides an introduction to the Ward 

and REI methods, and discusses some other recent work on equivalent circuit develop-

ment. 

 

2.4.1 Ward Method    

Ward proposed two methods called the Ward Injection method and the Ward Admittance 

method to develop equivalent circuits [73]. Both of these methods start with a solved 

power flow model containing external buses and boundary buses. Creation of an equiva-

lent circuit involves reducing the admittance matrix of the external buses and the bound-

ary buses using Gaussian elimination.  The only difference between these methods is that 

in the Ward Admittance method, all bus powers in the networks are converted into shunt 

admittances before network reduction. As a result this converts the equivalent into a pas-

sive network. It has been reported that between these two methods, the injection method 

produces more accurate results than the admittance method [96]. 

 

When an external circuit contains mostly PQ buses, equivalent circuits produce 

better results than when the external circuit contains mostly PV buses [96, 98]. It has also 

been found that when contingency analysis was carried out using the Ward type equiva-

lent circuit, it generally produced reasonably good results for the active power output. 

However, it generally produced poor results for the reactive power output [96, 98]. 
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2.4.2 Ward PV Method    

As mentioned above, the Ward equivalent calculation could not produce the same level of 

accuracy when the reduced external network contained PV buses. Therefore, in the Ward 

PV equivalent method, the Ward reduction is only applied to the external PQ buses. The 

resultant equivalent has the Ward equivalent for the PQ buses while retaining the external 

PV buses. It is reported that the Ward PV equivalent produces good results for the con-

tingency analysis [97]. However, this method requires keeping large numbers of external 

buses in the model. It is reported that acceptable accuracy can be achieved by only retain-

ing small numbers of PV buses that are capable of producing large amounts of reactive 

power when needed [114]. However, this required development of criteria which specify 

how to select the PV buses to be retained under the different operating conditions. 

 

 

2.4.3 Extended Ward Method    

It is known that the Ward equivalent circuit produces reasonably accurate results for ac-

tive power but less accurate results for reactive power. On the other hand, the Ward PV 

equivalent produces reasonably accurate results for both active power and reactive power. 

The objective of the Extended Ward equivalent is to combine the simplicity of the Ward 

equivalent with the response of the Ward PV equivalent [98].    
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Extended ward equivalent can be obtained from the Ward equivalent circuit by 

performing the following steps: 

• Designate each boundary bus as a either PQ bus or PV bus. 

• At each designated fictitious PV bus boundary, add a generator behind a fictitious 

impedance with power output of 0 MW and voltage control to be the same as the 

boundary bus voltage.  

  

The new generation buses added to the boundary do not contribute to the active 

power of the system or reactive power in the base case. However, whenever the study 

system conditions change, these boundary generation buses contribute by supplying or 

absorbing reactive power. It has been reported that the Extended Ward equivalent pro-

vides accurate results for contingency evaluation [97]. This method is praised for com-

bining simplicity and good reactive power responses. One of the other advantages of this 

method is that Ward equivalent can be easily extended into the Extended Ward equiva-

lent.  

 

There is also another method called the “Simplified Extended Ward equivalent” 

circuit. In this method, the resistance of the external circuit was ignored and therefore the 

external equivalent circuit only contains reactance. More details on Ward type equivalent 

methods and how the power industry uses these equivalent circuits in various studies can 

be found in the literature [101-107]. 
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2.4.4 REI Method     

The Radial Equivalent Independent or REI method was first published by Paul Dimo 

[108] and bought to the attention of power engineers by Tinney and Powell [109].The ob-

jective of the REI method is to aggregate the power injection of groups of buses into a 

fictitious REI bus.  Therefore, each designated group is replaced by a single node. The 

bus grouping can be performed based on generation and load conformity, geographical 

area, electrical distance, etc.  

 

For example: A group of buses to be eliminated have been identified and these buses 

connect to the set of boundary buses as shown in the Figure 6. The first step of creating a 

REI equivalent is to remove all the bus injections from the designated sources and add 

them into the fictitious node R as shown in Figure 7. Therefore, the power injection at the 

REI bus, SR, is the summation of all the injection in the designated zone.  Next connect 

the REI node, R, to all the buses in the designated group through a fictitious node G as 

shown in the Figure 7. The impedance between node G and each bus, and the impedance 

between node G and node R is selected such that injection into bus k is equal to the im-

pedance in the original unreduced power flow model. Finally, Gaussian elimination is 

used to eliminate all the buses in the designated area and the star point G to produce the 

final equivalent circuit as shown in the Figure 8. This process can be repeated to reduce 

all the identified groups into single REI nodes. 
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Figure 6: Step1-Identify the Group of Buses Connected to Boundary  

 

 

Figure 7: Step2-Adding Bus Injection in the Group to a Fictitious Node   
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Figure 8: Step3-Use Gaussian Elimination to Remove all the Buses in the Designated Area  

 

The REI method is derived from the solved power flow model. Impedances con-

necting the star node to other buses are derived to provide exact power injections into the 

buses in the designated area. Therefore, the REI method produces exact results for the 

same condition in which the power flow model was derived. However, it cannot be guar-

anteed that it will produce accurate results for other conditions [96, 98]. Wu et al. carried 

out work to determine the necessary conditions for the REI equivalent to be accurate in 

other conditions [115]. The conditions they determined are only the necessary condition 

to produce accurate results, but they are not sufficient to produce accurate results.  

  

The accuracy of the REI circuit for contingency analysis or conditions other than 

the original design also depends on the groupings of buses to be included into a REI node 

[98].  Various studies have been carried out on selecting the groups of buses to be re-

duced as REI nodes [112, 114]. Since grouping depends on the state of the power system, 

groupings should be changed as conditions change. Alternatively, the number of groups 
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can also be increased to improve accuracy. It is estimated that the number of groupings 

for a larger power system can range anywhere from 10 to 100 [109].    

 

It has been reported that the REI equivalent produces poor results with respect to 

the active power and reactive power response [96, 98]. It has been suggested that group-

ing generators into one group, and loads into another group, or not reducing some of the 

important buses can increase the accuracy [110]. 

2.4.5 Adaptive Reduction Method     

Tinney and Bright proposed that network reduction can be performed automatically using 

computers [116]. This method is based on the network reduction method proposed by 

Tinney in an early publication [117]. The authors claimed this method could be used to 

compute equivalent circuits for any type of power flow model based on the matrix reduc-

tion. The authors used the method to develop an equivalent circuit using the Extended 

Ward equivalent. Some of the advantages of the Adaptive Reduction methods include 

[116]: 

 Calculation of equivalent circuit is fast and can be automated. 

 A customised equivalent circuit can be computed for each power flow problem 

and the equivalent can be adjusted to provide sufficient buffer zone.  

 Calculated equivalents are always extremely sparse and there are no approxima-

tions involved. 
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 The sparse matrix/vector operations used in the Adaptive Reduction method is 

used by other power system applications. 

2.4.6 External Network for Optimal Power Flow Applications     

Over time, power utilities have changed from the traditional monopoly supplier, where a 

single organization was responsible for the generation, transmission, and distribution of 

electricity into deregulated electricity market [118-128]. As the electricity market 

evolved it exposed new concepts such as Optimal Power Flow (OPF), marginal pricing, 

binding constraints, etc. The electricity market requires utilities to solve the optimization 

problem in order to find the cheapest set of generation to serve customer loads while re-

specting security constraints. This requires utilities to solve an optimal power flow peri-

odically based on the current network structure to find out the optimum generation set 

that can meet the electricity demand subject to system and generator constraints.   Due to 

the same reasons explained earlier in the text, this power flow model should not only rep-

resent the internal area, but it should also represent the external area. This creates a need 

for the equivalent circuit.    

 

It has been found that the power flow based equivalencing methods may not pro-

duce acceptable results in the optimal power flow condition even under the base case so-

lution [129]. The errors are mostly associated with the modelling of losses in the equiva-

lent model and inability to monitor or enforce inequality constraints in the equivalent area 

[130]. If the losses of the equivalent are too low, an OPF will route more power through 

the external area, and if the losses of the equivalent are too high, the results will be oppo-
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site. At the same time, if the equivalent circuit is unconstrained, an OPF will avoid the 

binding constraints in the internal area by routing power through the external area.  

To avoid these shortcomings Hao et al. proposed a new method to develop an equivalent 

circuit to use in the OPF applications developed in the Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

in California [130].  This method involves the following steps: 

• Buses of the full model are divided as internal, boundary and external based on 

operators experience and the preliminary analysis. 

• Reduction process is used to eliminate the external buses and to modify the 

boundary buses. Buses in the internal area are kept in the reduced model without 

any changes.  

 

This method is similar to the Extended Ward method. However, it has the follow-

ing two distinctions: 

• Extended Ward method uses the admittance matrix to perform network reduction, 

where as the proposed method uses the Jacobian matrix in the network reduction. 

• Proposed method respects the gradient optimal condition as well as the power 

flow balance equation when performing boundary matching.   

 

The authors claimed that this method outperformed the Extended Ward equivalent and 

hence could be used not just in OPF exercises but also in security control as well. The lit-

erature review provides a few more examples where equivalent circuits are used in vari-

ous optimization works [131-133]. 
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2.4.7 PTDF Based Power System Equivalents      

Efficient operation of the deregulated electricity sector requires tools to analyze behav-

iour of the electricity market. These tools are typically computationally demanding par-

ticularly when performing long term market simulations [134]. For example, it was re-

ported that performing a dc OPF solution for the Western Electricity Coordinating Coun-

cil (WECC) area (which contains 15,000 buses and 18,000 branches) took 15 minutes us-

ing MATPOWER [135]. Therefore, it is not possible to perform various long term market 

assessments using the full power system model. As a result, market operators were forced 

to use equivalent circuits in their analysis.  

 

The NERC glossary of terms define the Power Transfer Distribution Factors 

(PTDFs) as “a measure of the responsiveness or change in electrical loadings on trans-

mission system facilities due to a change in electric power transfer from one area to an-

other, expressed in percent (up to 100%) of the change in power transfer” [136]. PTDFs 

have proved to be a useful technique for congestion management in a deregulated market 

[137-140]. Therefore, PTDFs are widely used in various tools in the deregulated electric-

ity market.  PTDFs can be calculated using either ac power flow models or dc power flow 

models.  

 

Tools associated with a large market require equivalents to retain the geographical 

scope of the entire network, retain most or all of the load and generation, and correctly 

model PTDF associated with desired market participants. However, the traditional 
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method of calculating equivalent circuits does not provide this capability. Therefore, 

there was a need to develop a new method to develop equivalent circuits for these kinds 

of applications.  

 

When the PTDF of a particular bus is calculated with respect to a system swing 

bus, they are called Injection Shift Factor (ISF). When the power exchange is between 

two regions rather than two buses, these ISFs are called regional ISF. Cheng and Overbye 

developed a method in which they used the matrix of the calculated regional ISF to come 

up with the equivalent impedance in the equivalent circuit [134]. They used this method 

to reduce a 12,925 bus systems into a 25 bus system. One of the drawbacks of this 

method is that it requires updating the ISF matrix and one of the other intermediate ma-

trices (called F matrix) to calculate the equivalent impedance matrix when the operating 

condition changes [141]. Therefore, this method cannot be used for various planning 

studies where system configuration could change. Oh proposed a method where the 

equivalent circuit developed does not depend on the operating point in order to overcome 

this problem [86]. His method involves the following steps: 

• Define the areas, so that all the buses in the area have the same properties. 

• Ignore all the lines connecting two buses that belong to the same area. 

• Lines connecting two buses that belong to the same area are aggregated. 

• PTDF of the reduced network is computed. 

• Reactance values for the reduced network are computed from the PTDF (obtained 

in the previous step) and the node branch incident matrix of the reduced network.  
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He used his method, Ward method and original PTDF method proposed by Cheng 

and Overbye to reduce the WECC system to a 180 bus system and compared the results. 

For them it took 8 hrs to develop the ISF matrix necessary for to create equivalent circuit 

for Cheng and Overbye method. However, Oh  developed entire equivalent circuit using 

his  method using 8 hours. When compared with the two PTDF methods both of them 

produce the same level of accuracy for the condition in which it was developed. How-

ever, Oh’s method outperformed the original PTDF method, when tested for a different 

condition.  

 

Both of PTDF methods used a dc power flow. Therefore, these methods do not ad-

dress issues such as voltage and reactive power. The methods may also perform poorly in 

cases where the dc power flow model is not a good approximation to the ac power flow 

model.    

 

Most of the equivalent circuit creation method for OPF require grouping of gen-

erators. However, there are no clear guidelines as to how the grouping of generators 

should be carried out. Yet it is very important to aggregate buses with similar behaviour 

into the same group. On the other hand, congestion plays a critical role in the OPF and 

various planning studies. Congestion arises when the flow is equal to the line limit. 

Therefore, it is important to have the appropriate line limits not only for the internal lines 

but also for the lines in the equivalent network. Oh produced another paper to address 

these two issues [142]. 
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2.4.8 Equivalent Network for Policy Analysis      

Various studies related to public policies require analysing the impact of the policy on the 

various sectors in details. Analysing generation and investment policy options in a trans-

mission constrained electric market is one such example [143-146].  These kinds of stud-

ies require developing an equivalent system of the entire region. The concept of tradi-

tional equivalent circuits, shown in Figure 1 is no longer suitable for this kind of study. 

Instead it is necessary to develop an equivalent circuit of the entire system where the in-

ternal system is spread over the entire study region.   

 

Shi at el. used the modified Ward equivalent to develop an equivalent circuit of 

the Eastern Interconnection, which has approximately 62000 buses, 8000 generators and 

80000 branches, into a 273 bus equivalent to use in the system planning study associated 

with congestion and various green house emission policies [143]. The steps they followed 

to develop the equivalent circuit include: 

• Select the buses to be retained in the equivalent circuit. For their studies they kept 

the buses in the area where they expected the congestion. 

• Remove small islands in the Eastern interconnection and replace high voltage dc 

lines as two generators at both ends of the line.  

• Use the Ward equivalencing procedure to reduce the network other than reduced 

buses.  

• Use the Ward reduction again this time keeping all the buses that were retained in 

the previous step and all the generator buses.   
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• Use the two equivalents derived in the previous two steps to move the generators 

located in the external area into the boundary. The generator’s active power limit 

was set to the original value and the reactive power limit was ignored since the in-

tention of the study was to use the OPF with dc power flow.  

• Use the inverse power flow solution to move the loads into the buses so that 

power flow on the reduced model is exactly the same as the full model.  

 

2.4.9 Reduced Network model for Fast Nodal Price Calculation      

One of the requirements of the electricity market is to market response to the change in 

the electricity prices. For this purpose, it is necessary to calculate the marginal price of 

the electricity for the various nodes.  This requires utilities to calculate the marginal price 

in the near real-time for a large number of nodes and communicate the price to electricity 

customers in frequent intervals. In order to reduce the number of nodes that require mar-

ginal price calculations, Singh and Sirivastava [147] proposed to reduce the number of 

nodes in the network using the REI method [108, 109]. As previously discussed, the REI 

method of reducing a network includes selecting groups of buses and reducing them into 

a single REI node. To select the buses for a single node Singh and Sirivastava used the 

following method: 

• All the nodes in a group must have relatively close marginal prices. 

• The nodes must be geographically close to each other. 

• For a change in system loading, the differential marginal prices at all nodes in the 

group must remain relatively close to each other.  
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Some of the equivalent nodes in the reduced model had to be designated as PV 

nodes and others needed to be designated as PQ nodes. They used the following logic to 

categorize equivalent buses as PV and PQ types: 

• Groups of nodes without a generator participating in the OPF were categorized as 

a PQ node. 

• Groups of nodes with at least one generator participating in the OPF were catego-

rized as PV nodes.  

 

For a selected PV node, if only one generator participates in the OPF, they used 

the properties of the generator as properties of the equivalent unit. However, when a node 

had two or more generators participating in the OPF, they used the least square approxi-

mation to calculate the properties of the equivalent generator unit [148].  The method was 

tested using the IEEE 118 bus system [149]. 

2.5 Summary  

Utilities use different ways to present the external area in the real-time security analysis. 

Three most common methods include ignoring external area, use equivalent circuit, use 

full model to represent the external area. Use of equivalent circuit is the most common 

method use in the industry.  
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Developing equivalent circuit research goes to more than 50 years. This Chapter 

described the development of equivalent circuit research over the period and various 

methods presented by the previous researches. From the available methods, Ward method 

and REI method is very popular in the industry. Both of these methods use impedance re-

duction methods to reduce the external area impedance to develop equivalent circuit.  

  

Unfortunately utilities do not have external impedance information in the real 

time. Therefore, utilities cannot produce the external circuit in real-time using existing 

methods. The Chapter 3 presents a new method to develop equivalent circuit based on the 

available boundary information.  
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Chapter 3 

Development of an Equivalent Circuit 

using Linear Regression Method 

This chapter presents a novel method to develop an equivalent circuit using available 

boundary information. Boundary matching technique that can be used to connect the 

equivalent circuit to the internal is also presented.  

 

3.1 Proposed Methodology   

Consider the part of the interconnected power system shown in the Figure 2 with areas A, 

B, C and D, and the tie lines which connect those areas. This figure is reproduced again 

as Figure 9 as easy reference. Area-A is the entity interested in carrying out real-time 

transfer analysis and its EMS model contains all the major electrical equipments in Area-

A, parts of Area-B, Area-C, and Area-D as shown in the diagram. Station C1 is the 
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boundary station in Area-C and included in the Area-A EMS model. Similarly stations 

D1, D2, D3 and D4 are the boundary stations in Area-D and included in the Area-A EMS 

model. 

 

 

Figure 9: Part of the Interconnected System 

 

Now consider the interaction between Area-A and Area-C. Area-A and Area-C 

are connected through two tie lines. In addition, Area-A and Area-C are also connected 

via a high impedance path across Area-D. Since Area-A’s EMS model does not contain 

this information, it is necessary to develop an equivalent circuit to model these details.  
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First, let’s consider boundary stations D3 and C1. Assume that there exists a ficti-

tious transmission line between station D3 and C1 and the admittance of this line is Y12. 

The objective of this exercise is to determine the admittance of this fictitious transmission 

line. The detailed representation of station D3 and C1 is shown in Figure 10, where P53 is 

the active power coming into station D3 from Station D5 and V11 and V22 are the 

voltage magnitudes and angles of station D3 and C1, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 10: Estimating Equivalent Circuit Parameters 

 

The active power flow into station D3 from station D5 (P53) should be equal to the 

active power flow from station D3 to C1 (P31) and load P3. The load P3 represents the 

load at station D3 and the power from station D3 to rest of area D.   

 

The following equation can be written for active power balance for station D3 

 P53=P3+P31 (3) 
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Power flow from station D3 to C1 can be written as: 

      211221122131 sincos   BGVVP  (4) 

 

Assuming that G12 is small compared to B12 for transmission network, the above equa-

tion can be re-written as: 

   212112353 sin   VVBPP  (5) 

 

Equation (5) represents a straight line. Therefore, if the power flow in the bound-

ary stations can be plotted against voltage magnitude multiplied by phase angle differ-

ence (V1 V2 sin (θ1-θ2)) for different conditions, B12 can be determined from the gradient 

of that line.  

 

This approach can be used to determine the impedance between D1-C1, D2-C1 

and D4-C1 as well. With these equivalent circuit impedances derived, the external 

equivalent circuit between Area D and C can be constructed. 

 

3.2 Developing Equivalent Circuit for Extended 

300 bus system    

The IEEE three area 300 bus system [151] was used with a minor modification to demon-

strate the equivalent circuit creation process and to validate the equivalent circuit parame-
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ters. In the three area test system, Area-1 is connected to Area-2 through three 230 kV tie 

lines (bus 131-7, bus 150-3 and bus 144-62) as shown in Figure 11. Area-1 is then con-

nected to Area-3 via two 66 kV lines (201-204 and 207 to 206), three 115 kV lines (69-

211, 79-211 and 80-211), and two 345 kV lines (81-194 and 81-195). The diagram only 

shows the tie lines connecting different areas for clarity. Drawings of the entire bus sys-

tem can be found elsewhere [152, 153]. In the three area 300 bus system, the only con-

nection between Area-2 and Area-3 is across Area-1. In order to create another connec-

tion, a new area called Area-4 was added between Area-2 and Area-3 as shown in Figure 

12. 
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Figure 11: Three area 300 Bus System 

 

 

There are four tie lines between Area-4 and Area-3.  They include a 345 kV tie 

line between bus 664 and 731, a 230 kV tie line between bus 281 and 721, a 115 kV tie 

line between bus 235 and 711 and a 66 kV tie line between 250 and 761. Area-4 is only 

connected to Area-2 through one 230 kV tie line between bus 161 and 725. 
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Figure 12: Three Area System with Added External Area 
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Comparing Figure 12 with Figure 9, it can be seen that Area-1 in Figure 12 is equiva-

lent to Area-A in Figure 9. Area-2 and Area-3 in Figure 12 are equivalent to the network 

of Area-C and Area-D, which are included in the Area-A EMS model. Similarly, Area-4 

is equivalent to the network of Area-C and Area-D that are not included in the Area-A 

EMS model. The power system model shown in Figure 12 is the full system. But Area-

A’s EMS only has the power system model shown in Figure 11. The objective of this ex-

ercise is to create an equivalent circuit to represent the impact of external Area-4 to be 

used in the Area-1 EMS model.  

 

In order to simulate a change in the operating state of the power system, a transfer 

scenario was created between Area-3 and Area-2 in the modified power flow shown in 

Figure 4 by increasing generation in Area-3 and increasing load in Area-2 by steps of 20 

MW until the generators in Area-3 reach their maximum capacity. When generation in 

Area-3 was increased with load in Area-2, the excess power in Area-3 had two paths to 

flow into Area-2. One path was across Area-1 and the other path was across Area-4. The 

amount of active power flow at each simulation step when the transfer level is increased 

by 20 MW in each step is shown in Table 1. The second column of the table shows the 

amount of power that flowed from Area-3 to Area-1. The third column shows the amount 

of power that flowed from Area-3 to Area-4. The remaining four columns show how the 

flow distributed across the four tie lines between Area -3 and Area-4. The last column 

shows the difference between the initial point and the final point.  
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Table 1: Active  Power Flow Across Various Interfaces and Paths 

Point No. From 

Area-3 to 

Area-1 

From 

Area-3 to 

Area-4 

From bus 

235 to 711 

(138 kV) 

From bus 

250 to 761 

(66 kV) 

From bus 

281 to 721 

(230 kV) 

From bus 

664 to 731 

(345 kV) 

1 -33.7 -59.5 -0.1 -0.3 -54.9 -4.1

2 -13.5 -55.5 1.2 -0.4 -52.4 -3.9

3 6.7 -51.6 2.5 -0.5 -50.0 -3.7

4 26.9 -47.7 3.9 -0.6 -47.6 -3.4

5 47.0 -43.8 5.2 -0.7 -45.1 -3.1

6 67.0 -39.8 6.5 -0.7 -42.7 -2.9

7 87.0 -35.9 7.8 -0.8 -40.3 -2.6

8 107.0 -32.0 9.1 -0.9 -37.8 -2.4

9 126.9 -28.1 10.4 -0.9 -35.4 -2.1

10 146.8 -24.1 11.7 -1.0 -33.0 -1.8

11 166.6 -20.2 13.0 -1.1 -30.6 -1.5

12 186.4 -16.3 14.3 -1.2 -28.1 -1.3

13 206.2 -12.4 15.6 -1.2 -25.7 -1.0

14 225.9 -8.6 16.8 -1.3 -23.3 -0.8

15 245.6 -4.7 18.1 -1.4 -20.9 -0.5

16 265.3 -0.8 19.4 -1.5 -18.5 -0.3

17 284.9 3.1 20.7 -1.5 -16.1 0.0

18 304.4 7.0 22.0 -1.6 -13.7 0.3
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19 323.8 10.9 23.3 -1.7 -11.3 0.6

20 343.2 14.9 24.6 -1.8 -8.8 0.8

21 362.5 18.8 25.9 -1.8 -6.3 1.1

22 381.8 22.8 27.3 -1.9 -3.9 1.3

23 401.0 26.8 28.6 -2.0 -1.4 1.6

24 420.2 30.8 29.9 -2.0 1.1 1.8

25 439.4 34.7 31.3 -2.1 3.5 2.0

26 458.5 38.6 32.6 -2.2 6.0 2.2

27 477.6 42.5 33.9 -2.2 8.4 2.5

28 496.6 46.5 35.2 -2.3 10.9 2.7

29 515.6 50.4 36.5 -2.4 13.3 3.0

30 534.5 54.3 37.8 -2.5 15.8 3.2

31 553.4 58.2 39.1 -2.5 18.2 3.4

32 572.2 62.2 40.5 -2.6 20.6 3.7

33 591.0 66.1 41.8 -2.7 23.1 3.9

34 609.7 70.0 43.1 -2.8 25.5 4.2

35 628.4 73.9 44.4 -2.8 27.9 4.4

36 647.0 77.8 45.7 -2.9 30.4 4.7

Difference 680.7 137.3 45.8 -2.6 85.3 8.8

 

By looking at column two and three, it can be seen that a total of 818 MW of 

power transferred from Area-3 to Area-2. Of that, 680.7 MW or 83.2% of power flowed 
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across Area-1 into Area-2 and only 137.3 MW or 16.8% of power travelled across Area-4 

into Area-2. Further investigation into the power in Area-4 showed that power flow 

changes across 66 kV boundary buses 250 to 761 were very small. Therefore, for the 

purpose of creating an equivalent circuit between Area-3 and Area-2 to represent Area-4, 

the connection across 66 kV was ignored. The base power flow from Line 250 to 761 was 

modelled as a load in the equivalent circuit.  

 

 In order to calculate the admittances between the other three boundary buses in 

Area-3 and Area-2, power transferred from each of the boundary buses in Area-3 at dif-

ferent transfer conditions is plotted against V1V2sin(1-2). These plots are shown in Fig-

ure 13 to Figure 15. The gradients of those plots were used to calculate the equivalent 

impedance between each boundary bus in Area-3 and the boundary bus in Area-2. Table 

2 shows the calculated equivalent impedance for each path with the correlation coeffi-

cient. Figure 16 shows the three area 300 bus system with the equivalent network. In this 

model, the entire Area-4 is replaced by three lines (2350-1610, 6640-1610 and 281-1610) 

from Area-3 to Area-1. Two zero impedance transformers between 235-2350 and 664 to 

6640 are added to account for different voltage levels and a zero impedance branch was 

added between bus 1610 to 161. 
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Figure 13: Plot of Power Flow into Boundary Station with Voltages and Angle Difference Multiplica-

tion for 138 kV Boundary Station 

 

 

Figure 14: Plot of Power Flow into Boundary Station with Voltages and Angle Difference Multiplica-

tion for 230 kV Boundary Station  
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Figure 15: Plot of Power Flow into Boundary Station with Voltages and Angle Difference Multiplica-

tion for 345 kV Boundary Station  
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Figure 16: Four  Area System with Equivalent Circuit 
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Table 2: Equivalent Circuit Parameters and correlation coefficient  

 138 kV line 

(2350-1610) 

230 kV line 

(281-1610) 

345 kV line 

(6640-1610) 

Equivalent impedance (p.u.) 1.56 0.79 6.93 

Correlation Coefficient  0.9998 0.9999 0.9998 

 

3.2.1 Boundary Matching and Model Merging       

As explained above, power utilities only have real-time data corresponding to their inter-

nal area. They do not have real-time data corresponding to the external area. Therefore, 

once the external equivalent circuit is connected to the internal model, it is necessary to 

carry out some form of boundary matching exercise to ensure that the internal state of the 

power system data does not change by adding the equivalent circuit. In real-time security 

assessment this is carried out in the state estimator. Consider the simple power system 

shown in Figure 17, where the internal system is connected to the external system via 

four boundary stations B1, B2, B3 and B4. In boundary stations B1 and B2, there are two 

internal lines and one external line, and in boundary stations B3 and B4 there is only one 

internal line and one external line each. Utilities normally have visibility of the boundary 

stations including flow coming in from the external area. Therefore, it can be assumed 

that all flows in the boundary stations, including flows to the external areas, are known. 

Now, according to the nodal equation and assuming that there is no power loss in the sta-

tions, the following equation can be written for active and reactive power entering and 

leaving station B1. 
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 (P1+jQ1) + (P2+jQ2) = P4+jQ4 (6) 

 

 

Figure 17: Internal System with External System 

 

Consider the equivalent circuit prepared and it is necessary to join the equivalent 

circuit with the internal area. Also assume that the connection between the boundary sta-

tion B2 and the equivalent circuit can be ignored. This is illustrated in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Internal System with Equivalent Circuit 

 

Since, boundary station B2 is not connected to the equivalent network, the flow 

on the external line from the boundary station B2 can be modelled as a load in the station. 

Once the equivalent circuit is connected to the internal area, there will be a power flow 

between the internal area and the equivalent circuit as shown in the diagram. However, 

the connection of the equivalent circuit should not alter the flow on internal lines. This 

logic can be used to change the value of loads connected to the stations B1, B3 and B4. 

For an example, the value of the P4l and Q4l can be changed so that: 

 (P4ln+jQ4ln) + (P4e+jQ4e) = (P1+jQ1) + (P2+jQ2) (7) 
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Similarly, load connected to bus B3 and B4 can be changed to provide the same 

internal flow as the original model. Once the load values are changed, it is necessary to 

resolve the power flow to obtain a valid solution. Resolving can change the flow from the 

equivalent circuit into the internal area, which forces a change in value to the load con-

nected at the boundary. The process of changing load values and solving the power flow 

should be carried out iteratively until there is no difference in the flows towards the inter-

nal area from the boundary stations.    

 

This approach was followed to come up with the boundary conditions for the in-

ternal area of the power system shown in the Figure 16. The equivalent circuit is con-

nected to Area-3 at buses 250, 235, 281 and 664 and to Area-2 at bus 161. These are the 

boundary buses for the system under investigation. Since the power transfer from Bus 

250 was small, it was ignored from the equivalent circuit and, the flow on line 250 to 761 

was modelled as a load at station 250. Load connected to boundary buses 235, 281, 664 

and 161 was iteratively changed until the same flows were injected from the boundary 

buses into the internal area. 

 

Boundary matching is required when external equivalent circuit is connected to 

the internal area to ensure that adding external equivalent does not alter the internal state 

of the power system. 
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3.2.2 Validating Equivalent Circuit        

Equivalent circuit parameter calculation and boundary matching will provide a new base 

case with the equivalent circuit. It is necessary to validate the developed equivalent cir-

cuit. The purpose of developing an  equivalent circuit was to use it in the security as-

sessment of Area-1. Therefore, elements in Area-1, including tie lines between Area-2 

and Area-3, were used as the contingencies and monitoring elements to validate the 

equivalent circuit. This provides 33 lines as contingencies and monitoring elements.   

 

In model validation, it is often a good practice to compare the results of the analy-

sis with other existing methods. Therefore, two additional equivalent circuits were devel-

oped by using different methods. It has been discussed that admittance reduction is one of 

the popular methods used in the industry. Commercially available software was used to 

develop an equivalent circuit using the impedance reduction method. The second equiva-

lent circuit was developed ignoring the impact of the external circuit. In this scenario, 

power flows from the boundary buses into the external areas were modelled as loads in 

the boundary stations.  

 

When selected contingencies were implemented in the full model, the post con-

tingency power flow models failed to converge for five of the contingencies due to volt-

age collapse of the system.  Since this is a system problem and not related to the equiva-

lent circuit. These five contingencies were omitted from the analysis. The remaining 28 

contingencies were also implemented into the three reduced models, which were created 
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using (a) the proposed method(b)  the impedance reduction method,  and (c) by ignoring 

the external circuit in the reduced model. Combination of 28 contingencies with 33 moni-

toring lines for both active and reactive power produced 1848 data points for comparison. 

Results from the contingency analysis which includes real and reactive power on all the 

lines in Area-1 of the reduced models were then compared with contingency analysis of 

the full model. Summary of the analysis is shown in Table 3 and Table 4. 

 

Table 3 presents the distribution of absolute error among the three methods. It can 

be seen that, proposed method reports 51 instances where the absolute error is between 1-

2 MW/MVAr. That number was 23 for the impedance reduction method and it was 119 

when the impact of the reduced model was ignored. It can also be seen that the by look-

ing at the error between 1-2 MW, impedance reduction method is better than the pro-

posed method. It should be noted that, when solving the power flow, 1MW/MVAr was 

selected as the convergence tolerance according to the acceptable industry practice.   

 

 Table 3 also shows that, proposed method reports 13 instances or 0.7% where the 

absolute error is more than 2 MW/MVAr and impedance reduction method only shows 7 

instances or 0.37% where as when the impact of equivalent circuit was ignored that num-

ber rose to 161or 8.7% out of 81 instances or 4.4% were more than 5 MW/MVAr.    
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Table 3: Distribution of Absolute Error 

 Number of occurrences when the absolute error in 

MW/MVAr is  

 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 >5 

Proposed method 51 9 3 - 1 

Impedance reduction method 23 7 - - - 

Ignoring external circuit 119 39 26 15 81 

 

 

Table 4: Results Comparisons Between Methods 

 Average absolute  error 

(MW/MVAr) 

Highest absolute error 

(MW/MVAr) 

Proposed method 1.9 5.9 

Impedance reduction method 1.8 2.8 

Ignoring external circuit 5.6 28.4 

 

From Table 4, it can be seen that the highest error reported by the proposed 

method was 5.9 MW/MVAr where as the highest error reported by the impedance reduc-

tion method was 2.8 MW/MVAr. However, when the impact of the external circuit was 

ignored, the highest error increased to 28.4 MW/MVAr. 

 

The average absolute error reported by the proposed method was 1.9 MW/MVAr, 

where as the average absolute error for the impedance reduction method was 1.8 
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MW/MVAr. However, when the impact of the external circuit was ignored, the average 

error increased to 5.6 MW/MVAr.   

 

This analysis shows that the accuracy of the proposed method using the boundary 

bus information is very close to that of the admittance reduction method, which uses the 

information of the entire external system to create the equivalent circuit. 

3.3 Summary  

This chapter presented a novel method to develop equivalent circuit using avail-

able boundary information. Modified IEEE three area 300 bus system was used to dem-

onstrate the equivalent circuit creation process and model validation. 

 

Power system simulation was used to create transfer analysis between two areas 

to generate necessary data to create equivalent circuit. These data were then used to gen-

erate the equivalent circuit. Commercially available power system simulation software 

was used to generate another equivalent circuit based on the impedance reduction proc-

ess. Another network was created ignoring the external area. All three models were sub-

jected to the same contingency for the benchmarking purposes.  

 

Benchmarking results revealed that proposed method provide accuracy compara-

ble to the equivalent circuit generated using the impedance reduction method.  
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Chapter 4 

Development of an Equivalent Circuit 

using Least Square Method 

 

Previous chapter presented a method to generate equivalent circuit using boundary in-

formation. Even though, this method presents very good results, this method cannot be 

used to determine the impedance between the boundary stations.  Therefore it may not 

produce acceptable results for some power systems. This chapter presents a more general 

method to calculate equivalent circuit parameters using available boundary information.  

 

4.1 Proposed Methodology   

Consider the power system shown in Figure 19 with the equivalent network. The 

equivalent network was created by connecting four boundary buses to each other. Volt-
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age and phase angle of boundary buses are V11, V22 , V33, V44 and power in-

jection into each boundary bus is P1+jQ1, P2+jQ2, P3+jQ3, P4+jQ4 and load connected to 

each of the boundary bus is PL1+jQL1, PL2+jQL2, PL3+jQL3, PL4+jQL4. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Power system network with equivalent network 
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Following equation can be written for active power balance at bus 1. 

 14131211 PPPPLP   (8) 

Where P12, P13, P14 are the power transfer from bus 1 to bus 2, bus 1 to bus 3, and bus 1 to 

bus 4.  

The power transfer from bus 1 to bus 2 can be written as  

     211221122112 sincos   BGVVP  (9) 

Assuming that G12 is small compared to B12 for a transmission network, the above equa-

tion can be re-written as  

  21122112 sin   BVVP  (10) 

Similarly power transfer from bus 1 to 3 (P13) and bus 1 to 4 also can be written as: 

  31133113 sin   BVVP  (11) 

  41144114 sin   BVVP  (12)  

Now the equation (9) can be written again as: 

       12114413113312112211 sinsinsin PLBVVBVVBVVP    (13) 

Similar equations can be written for power coming into boundary bus 2 (P2) and bound-

ary bus 3 (P3).  

       24224423223322112212 sinsinsin PLBVVBVVBVVP    (14) 

       34334433223323113313 sinsinsin PLBVVBVVBVVP    (15) 
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These equations can be written in Matrix form as: 

   131, YXIH   (16) 

Where: 
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and I3 is a 3 by 3 identity matrix.  

 

 When the system condition changes, the value of boundary bus voltages, bound-

ary bus angle and power injection will change. Each set of measurement can be used to 

generate a new set of H and Y matrices. These H and Y matrices can then be used to gen-

erate a system of over determined linear equations as shown in equation 20 below. The 
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least square solution of these equations will provide the equivalent circuit impedances 

and boundary loads. 
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4.2 Developing an Equivalent Circuit    

 Four area test system derived from IEEE three area bus system discussed in sec-

tion 3.2 is used for the model validation.  Four area system shown in Figure 11 is shown 

below again as Figure 20 for easy reference.  
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Figure 20: Four Area System 

 

 The same set of test data discussed in 3.2 was used in developing equivalent cir-

cuit. To compare the least square method with the linear regression method, equivalent 

circuit was first developed only connecting bus 235, 664 and 281 to bus 161 as shown in 

Figure 21. The equivalent circuit impedance obtained for three lines using least square 

method was identical to the linear regression method.   
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Figure 21: Simplified Equivalent Circuit 

 

 Least square method was then extended to calculate all the equivalent impedance 

parameters for the four area test system. Five boundary stations will provide 10 connec-

tions between stations as shown in Figure 22 . Equivalent circuit impedances calculated 

for the full network are shown in Table 5. 
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Figure 22: Equivalent circuit showing all the connections 
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Table 5: Equivalent circuit parameters 

Line Impedance 

(p.u) 

250-235 0.14 

250-664 -0.19 

250-281 -0.11 

250-161 0.93 

235-664 0.26 

235-281 -0.39 

235-161 -3.43 

664-281 -0.22 

664-161 -0.22 

281-161 0.69 

 

 It can be seen that some of the equivalent circuit impedances are negative. How-

ever, in a real transmission network, the transmission line reactances are positive unless 

the line is heavily compensated with series capacitors. It was also found that, when it at-

tempts to generate a power flow with these parameters, power flow becomes unstable.  

This indicates, even though the least square method provide solution to a set of over de-

termined linear equations, the answers of that solutions may not be practical. Therefore, it 

is necessary to apply additional constraints in to the least square method. 
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4.2.1 Applying Additional Constraints          

Least square problem can be modelled by adding inequality constraints to limit the im-

pedance to have only positive value. The more details on this method can be found in lit-

erature [157, 158]. Matlab built in functions can be used to determine the solutions to set 

of overdetermined system of linear equation in a given range.  

 

 The least square method was formulated to only provide positive impedance as 

the transmission line impedances. The method was first tested by calculating only three 

equivalent impedances between bus 235, 281 and 664 in Area- 3 with bus 161 in the 

Area-2 as shown in Figure 21. This method also produced the same value for the imped-

ance as the method-I (Linear regression method). Least square method was then used to 

calculate the impedance between all the paths as shown in Figure 22.   The results of the 

analysis are shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6: Equivalent circuit impedance 

Line Impedance 

(p.u) 

250-235 58.86 

250-664 833.16 

250-281 1.17x1014 

250-161 3.61x104 

235-664 7.23 

235-281 432.16 

235-161 1.62 

664-281 3.25 

664-161 4.88 

281-161 0.80 

 

 It can be seen that links between 250-664, 250-281, 250-161 and 235-281 have 

very high impedance values. Therefore, it was decided to ignore those links from the 

equivalent circuit analysis and carry out the equivalent circuit analysis process again us-

ing the least square method. The new connections between the buses are shown in Figure 

23 and the results of the analysis are shown in Table 7. 
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Figure 23 : Equivalent circuit connections 

 

Table 7: Equivalent circuit parameters 

Line Impedance 

(p.u) 

250-235 1.88 

235-664 6.40 

235-161 1.73 

664-281 3.28 

664-161 4.85 

281-161 0.80 
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4.3 Results and Benchmarking     

 The objective of developing an equivalent circuit is for security assessment for the 

internal system (Area-1). A number of benchmarking exercises are carried out to evaluate 

the accuracy of the developed equivalent circuit shown in Figure 23 with the security as-

sessment in mind. This section presents the results of those analyses.   

 

4.3.1 Contingency Analysis           

 The accuracy of the equivalent circuit was first analyzed by performing contin-

gency analysis. Loss of single elements in Area-1 including tie lines with Area-2 and 

Area-3 were selected as the contingencies. The post contingency active and reactive 

power flow in all the branches in Area-1 were noted. These post contingency flows were 

then compared for the full model and the reduced model. The results of the analysis are 

shown in the Table 8. Note that this is the extension of Table 4 shown in section 3.2.2. 
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Table 8: Results comparison 

 Average absolute  error 

(MW/MVAr) 

Highest absolute error 

(MW/MVAr) 

Linear regression method 2.0 5.9 

Impedance reduction method 1.8 2.8 

Ignoring external circuit 5.6 28.4 

Least square method 2.0 3.6 

 

  By comparing results, it can be seen that when more links were added to this par-

ticular network using the least square method, it produced slightly better results than lin-

ear regression method.  

 

4.3.2 Transfer Analysis           

 The accuracy of the equivalent circuit was then analyzed by performing two trans-

fer analyses. Transfer analyses were carried out between Area-1 and Area-2 as well as 

between  Area-1 and Area-3. The transfer analysis was carried out by increasing genera-

tion in one area while increasing the load in the second area by a pre determined MW 

level. At each transfer level, security analysis was performed by simulating all the con-

tingencies in Area-1 while observing voltage violation, thermal overload and voltage sta-

bility. This process is illustrated in Figure 24. In the security assessment, voltage viola-

tions were defined as deviations of bus voltages after the disturbance by more than 10% 
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of the pre contingency voltage and voltage stability was defined as the inability to con-

verge post contingency power flow.  

 

 

Figure 24: Security Analysis Process 
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 Power transfer level in which each of the security criteria was first observed for 

the full model and reduced model for Are-1 to Area-3 power transfer is shown in Table 9 

and Table 10. Critical disturbance is the disturbance in which particular security con-

straints observed. Critical element is the element in which security constrained was ob-

served. For an example, first thermal overload was observed at transfer level of 163.1 

MW in full model and 165.3 MW in reduced model on branch 99-108 for contingent loss 

of branch 85-86. Similarly first voltage violation was observed at transfer level of 145.2 

MW in the full model and 142.9 MW for reduced model at bus 63 and 526 for contingent 

loss of 46-81 and first voltage collapse was observed at transfer level of 149.7 MW in full 

model and 151.9 MW for the reduced model for contingent loss of branch 46-81.  

 

 

Table 9: Transfer level Area 1 to Area 3: Full model 

Security Criteria  Transfer Level Critical Disturbance Critical Element 

Thermal Overload 163.1 85-86 99-108 

Voltage violation 145.2 46-81 Bus 63 & 526 

Voltage stability 149.7 46-81 - 
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Table 10: Transfer level Area 1 to Area 3: Reduced Model 

Security Criteria  Transfer Level Critical Disturbance Critical Element 

Thermal Overload 165.3 85-86 99-108 

Voltage violation 142.9 46-81 Bus 63 & 526 

Voltage stability 151.9 46-81 - 

 

Table 11 and Table 12  show the transfer analysis results for the Area-1 to Area-2. In this 

transfer analysis scenario, voltage violations were not observed until the maximum trans-

fer analysis is carried out in both models and the first thermal violation was observed in a 

pre contingency power flow in branch 7-131.  

 

Table 11: Transfer level Area 1 to Area 2: Full model 

Security Criteria  Transfer Level Critical Disturbance Critical Element 

Thermal Overload 383.7 Pre 7-131 

Voltage violation - - - 

Voltage stability 484.6 3-150 - 

 

Table 12: Transfer level Area 1 to Area 2: Reduced Model 

Security Criteria  Transfer Level Critical Disturbance Critical Element 

Thermal Overload 380.8 Pre 7-131 

Voltage violation - - - 

Voltage stability 482.3 3-150 - 
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 By looking at transfer analysis results, it can be seen that equivalent circuit pro-

duced transfer level very close to the full model for both transfer analyses.  They also 

produced same critical disturbance and critical element which is also very important.  

 

4.3.3 PV Analysis           

 The accuracy of the equivalent circuit was also analyzed by performing PV analy-

ses. Transfer analysis between Area-1 and Area-3 was selected for the PV analysis. Four 

buses in 230 kV and 345 KV voltage level which produced the highest voltage drop dur-

ing the transfer analysis were selected for the P-V Analysis. Pre and post contingency 

voltage variation of those buses with the transfer level for contingency 46-81 is shown in 

Figure 25 to Figure 32. Contingency 46-81 was selected for this analysis as this contin-

gency produced the voltage violation and voltage stability during the transfer analysis and 

assumed to have greater impact to the voltage of the studied area.  
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Figure 25: Pre Contingency voltage variation of bus 34 with transfer level 

 

 

Figure 26: Post Contingency voltage variation of bus 34 with transfer level 
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Figure 27: Pre Contingency voltage variation of bus 45 with transfer level 

 

Figure 28: Post Contingency voltage variation of bus 45 with transfer level 
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Figure 29: Pre Contingency voltage variation of bus 60 with transfer level 

 

Figure 30: Post Contingency voltage variation of bus 60 with transfer level 
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Figure 31: Pre Contingency voltage variation of bus 562 with transfer level 

 

Figure 32: Post Contingency voltage variation of bus 562 with transfer level 
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It can be seen that the pre and post contingency voltage variation of all the selected buses 

have shown very similar behaviour between the full model and the reduced model.  

 

4.4 Summary  

This chapter presented another method to develop an equivalent circuit using 

available boundary information. Modified IEEE three area 300 bus system was used to 

demonstrate the equivalent circuit creation process and model validation. 

The validity of the equivalent circuit was thoroughly evaluated by performing 

contingency analysis, transfer analysis and PV analysis. All these analysis have shown 

that developed equivalent circuit behaves very similar to the full model and hence suit-

able for the real time security assessment.  
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Chapter 5 

Model Validation with Manitoba Hy-

dro System 

This chapter provides an introduction to the Manitoba Hydro power system and demon-

strates the need to develop an equivalent circuit for Manitoba Hydro. The second part of 

this chapter presents the equivalent circuit developed for Manitoba Hydro and model 

validation.       

 

5.1 Introduction to Manitoba Hydro    

Manitoba is a province located in central Canada between the Canadian provinces of 

Saskatchewan and Ontario, and north of the American states of North Dakota and Minne-

sota (as shown in Figure 33). Manitoba Hydro is the provincial utility responsible for 

generation, transmission, and distribution of electricity in the province of Manitoba. The 
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utility supplies power to over a half million electricity customers spread over 650,000 

square kilometers. Manitoba Hydro owns 17 generation stations, over 13 000 km of 

transmission lines and 76 000 km of distribution lines. The Manitoba Hydro system peak 

load for the 2014/15 period was 4773 MW [154].  

 

 

Figure 33: Geographical Location of Manitoba 

5.2 Manitoba Hydro Power System Model    

The basic layout of Manitoba Hydro’s power system is shown in Figure 34. The majority 

of Manitoba Hydro generating stations are located in the northern part of the province. 

The three largest generating stations (Kettle, Long Spruce, and Limestone) are responsi-

ble for about 70% of the total generation. These three generating stations form an iso-
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lated, asynchronous island. Power from these generating stations is transmitted to Dorsey 

converter station (located close to Winnipeg, main load centre) through two HVDC bi-

poles.  

 

 

Figure 34: Manitoba Hydro Power system 
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Manitoba’s electrical system is connected to the Canadian provinces of Sas-

katchewan via three 230 kV tie lines and connected to North Western Ontario via two 

230 kV lines with phase shifting transformers. It is connected to the United States of 

America via three 230 kV tie lines and one 500 kV tie line. The Manitoba Hydro EMS 

model contains the bulk electric system of Manitoba, and most major facilities in Sas-

katchewan, North Western Ontario, North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, and parts of 

Montana and Wisconsin. 

Flow into the boundary area from the cut-off area is modeled as loads at the 

boundary stations. The process is illustrated in Figure 35. Assuming arc AB is the EMS 

boundary, the EMS model contains all information left of arc AB. In other words, Station 

Y is the boundary station and Station Z is the cut off station. When developing the EMS 

model, flow coming into Station Y from Station Z is modeled as a load at Station Y. In 

real-time, the load connected to the power flow model is updated with the flow on the 

cut-off line and can be positive or negative based on the flow direction. 
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Figure 35: Modelling boundary buses in the EMS model. Actual system (above) and how it is mod-

elled (below) 

 

The Province of Saskatchewan is the Canadian boundary for the Eastern Inter-

connection. Saskatchewan is connected to the province of Alberta via a dc line and to the 

USA via a 230 kV line with a phase shifting transformer. The Manitoba Hydro EMS 
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boundary contains American facilities up to the Eastern Interconnection boundary in the 

states of South Dakota and Montana. Only a few dc lines exist between the Eastern Inter-

connection and the Western Interconnection. Therefore, Manitoba Hydro’s EMS model 

contains sufficient modelling information west of the province.  

 

Ontario’s power system and its various interconnections are shown in Figure 36. 

North western Ontario system (shown in the top right hand of the Figure 36) is connected 

to the rest of the Ontario bulk electric system via two 230 kV tie lines, called the East-

West ties and one 115 kV tie line with a phase shifting transformer to the American state 

of Minnesota. Ontario system is also connected to the united state of America across 

three other interfaces.  Ontario system also connected to the Quebec interconnection. 

However, all the interconnections between Ontario and Quebec are dc ties. 

 

Close examination of Figure 36 and Figure 33 shows that there are three parallel 

paths existing between Manitoba and North western Ontario. The first path is across the 

phase shifters at the Manitoba – Ontario border near Kenora, a second path is across the 

phase shifter at the USA-Ontario border near International Falls, Minnesota, and a third 

path is through the East-West ties into the Ontario system and through the USA. Mani-

toba Hydro’s EMS model contains the first two paths.  However, due to the large geo-

graphical area it is not possible to include the third path in Manitoba Hydro’s EMS 

model.  
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Figure 36: Ontario Interconnections 
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Figure 37 and Figure 38 show the flow on Manitoba Hydro’s 500 kV line and the 

Ontario East-West line just before and after a trip of the 500 kV tie line between Mani-

toba Hydro and USA. These data were obtained from Manitoba Hydro’s real-time data 

archive. It can be seen that the East-West tie flow changes by approximately 80 MW 

when the 500 kV tie line tripped. However, Manitoba Hydro EMS model is cut off at 

North western Ontario and East-West tie lines are modelled as load at the boundary sta-

tion as shown in Figure 35. Manitoba Hydro’s current EMS model cannot demonstrate 

this behavior today. As East-West tie lines are modelled as load at the boundary, if the 

same contingency is simulated in the EMS model, flow change cannot be observed. 

Therefore, there is a need to develop an equivalent circuit to capture the impact of this 

high impedance path in the EMS models. 

 

 

Figure 37: Flow Change on 500 kV line and East-West tie lines 
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Figure 38: Flow change on East-West tie line for Loss of 500 kV Line in Manitoba 

 

5.3 Creating Equivalent Circuit for Manitoba 

Hydro System     

The proposed method described in Chapter 3 was used to develop an equivalent circuit 

between the USA and North western Ontario. A power transfer scenario was created be-

tween Manitoba and Ontario using the off-line study model, which is used in Manitoba 

Hydro system studies, to calculate the equivalent impedance and select the boundary sta-

tions.  This exercise identified 8 boundary stations in the USA which can be connected to 

North western Ontario. Locations of these stations are shown in Figure 39. These stations 

include five 345 kV stations along the boundary (Raun, Fort Thompson, Rockey Run, 
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Adams, Gardner Park), two 230 kV stations along the boundary (Fort Randall and New 

Underwood), and one 115 kV station (Alma). The equivalent circuit parameters obtained 

following this method are shown in table 1. 

 

 

Figure 39: Location of Selected Boundary Stations in the USA 
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Table 13: Equivalent Circuit parameters 

Link Equivalent Circuit reactance  (in pu) 

Wawa to Raun 1.22 

Wawa to Fort Thompson 3.58 

Wawa to Rockey Run 1.92 

Wawa to Adams 1.11 

Wawa to Gardener Park  2.78 

Wawa to New Under Wood 8.60 

Wawa to Fort Randall 7.29 

Wawa to Alma 7.07 

 

Once the equivalent circuit parameters were calculated, the equivalent circuit was 

created from the off-line study model by removing lines along the Manitoba Hydro EMS 

boundary. A total of 91 lines were disconnected in this exercise. Power flows coming 

from the external area into the internal area on those boundary lines (except at the identi-

fied equivalent location points) were modeled as loads. For example, if a particular 

boundary station had 20 MW and 7 MVAr of power flowing into the external area 

through a cut-off line, this was modeled as a load with active power of 20 MW and 7 

MVAr at the boundary stations.  After all loads were modeled at the boundary stations, 

the equivalent circuit was added to the model to connect North Western Ontario with the 

identified boundary stations in the USA. Once the equivalent circuit was connected, the 

boundary matching exercise explained in Chapter 3 was carried out so that the internal 

lines in the reduced model would have the same power flow as the full model. 
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5.4 Benchmarking the Equivalent Circuit 

Various types of benchmarking exercises were carried out to evaluate the accuracy of the 

equivalent circuit. The benchmarking methods included contingency analysis, transfer 

calculation, and PV analysis. The following section describes the results of the bench-

marking exercises.  

 

5.4.1 Contingency Analysis         

The accuracy of the equivalent model was first evaluated by comparing the contingency 

analysis using the full off-line study model and the reduced model derived with the pro-

posed methodology.  The results of the contingency analysis which compare following 

parameters between the two models are provided in Table 15 to Table 20: 

 Voltage of key Manitoba Stations 

 Active power flow along key interfaces 

 Reactive power flow along key interfaces 

 Active power along key tie lines 

 Reactive power along key tie lines 

 Phase shifter angles of phase shifters located close to Manitoba   

 The six most critical contingencies were selected for the analysis and include the four tie 

lines between Manitoba and the USA (lines 1 to 4), the tie line between Saskatchewan 

and the USA (Line 5) and the tie line between North Western Ontario and the USA (Line 
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6). The pre-contingency flows on the lines are provided in Table 14 and the geographic 

locations of the lines are shown in Figure 40. 

 

Figure 40: Lines Selected for Contingency Analysis 

 

Table 14: Pre Contingency Flow on Selected Lines 

Line Pre contingency MW flow 

Line 1 54 

Line 2 270 

Line 3 1102 

Line 4 78 

Line 5 166 

Line 6 152 
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The six lines were selected for the contingency analysis due to the following rea-

sons: 

• These lines provide direct and indirect connection between Manitoba and the 

USA. Therefore, any inaccuracies in the equivalent circuit should be visible in 

these contingency analyses.   

• The four tie lines between Manitoba and the USA have Special Protection 

Schemes (SPS’s) to reduce Manitoba Hydro DC by the pre-contingency flow on 

the line. These SPS schemes were modelled in the simulation.  Therefore, these 

contingencies behave like generation losses. For example, loss of Line 3 will re-

sult in reducing Manitoba Hydro DC by 1102 MW.  

• Line 6 connects North Western Ontario with the USA. A fraction of the power re-

directs through Manitoba when this line is lost and the rest goes to the main On-

tario system. As mentioned before, Manitoba Hydro’s system does not contain the 

main Ontario system; it is cut off at North Western Ontario. Equivalent imped-

ances should be accurate in order to simulate this contingency accurately. 

 

The first quantity compared was the bus voltages in the various Manitoba stations. 

Five stations were selected for this analysis, which include the Manitoba Hydro terminal 

station on the Manitoba – Ontario interface (Station 1) and four terminal stations on the 

Manitoba – USA interface (Station 2 to Station 5).  Voltage comparisons between the two 

models are shown in Table 15. The highest error reported for the voltage was 0.0008 p.u. 

or the 0.08%, demonstrating the equivalent circuit can produce accurate voltage profiles 

in Manitoba for the contingency analysis.  
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Table 15: Voltage Comparison (in p.u.) 

  
Station 

1 
Station 

2 
Station 

3 
Station 

4 
Station 

5 
Pre contingency 
Full 1.0811 1.0137 1.0234 1.0450 1.0231 
Reduced 1.0812 1.0135 1.0232 1.0450 1.0230 
Difference -0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0000 0.0001 

Contingency  of Line 1 
Full 1.0812 1.0149 1.0236 1.0450 1.0236 
Reduced 1.0812 1.0145 1.0234 1.0450 1.0235 
Difference 0.0000 0.0004 0.0002 0.0000 0.0001 

Contingency  of Line 2 
Full 1.0812 1.0137 1.0333 1.0450 1.0234 
Reduced 1.0812 1.0130 1.0331 1.0450 1.0233 
Difference 0.0000 0.0007 0.0002 0.0000 0.0001 

Contingency  of Line 3 
Full 1.0811 1.0140 1.0232 1.0450 1.0187 
Reduced 1.0811 1.0139 1.0231 1.0450 1.0187 
Difference 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 

Contingency  of Line 4 
Full 1.0811 1.0138 1.0236 1.0450 1.0328 
Reduced 1.0812 1.0135 1.0234 1.0450 1.0328 
Difference -0.0001 0.0003 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 

Contingency  of Line 5 
Full 1.0811 0.9999 1.0163 1.0450 1.0211 
Reduced 1.0811 0.9991 1.0158 1.0450 1.0210 
Difference 0.0000 0.0008 0.0005 0.0000 0.0001 

Contingency  of Line 6 
Full 1.0819 1.0135 1.0231 1.0450 1.0191 
Reduced 1.0820 1.0130 1.0229 1.0450 1.0189 

Difference -0.0001 0.0005 0.0002 0.0000 0.0002 
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The second quantity compared was the active power flow across the various interfaces. 

Nine interfaces were selected for this analysis which, include: 

• Manitoba – USA interface (USA), Manitoba-Ontario interface (ON), 

• Manitoba – Saskatchewan interface (SPC),  

• North Western Ontario at the boundary cut-off point (E-W ties), 

• 345 kV Raun boundary station located in the USA (Raun),  

• 345 kV Adams  boundary station located in the USA (Adams),  

• 345 kV Rockey Run boundary station located in the USA (Rockey Run),  

• 345 kV Garden Park  boundary station located in the USA (Garden Park), and  

• 345 kV Forth Thompson boundary station located in the USA (Ft. Thompson).  

 

The results of the analysis are shown in Table 16. The highest error was observed 

for the USA and ON interfaces for the contingent loss of Line 6 which is the loss of the 

tie line between North western Ontario and the USA. 
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Table 16: Interface Active Power Comparison (MW) 

  USA ON SPC 
E-W 
ties  Raun Adams

Rocky 
Run 

Garden 
Park 

Ft. 
Thompson

Pre contingency 
Full 1504.7 199.3 64.3 191.8 437.7 -178.7 -528.6 -472.6 -65.8
Reduced 1506.8 197.9 63.6 194.3 436.6 -179.6 -527.5 -466.7 -67.2
Difference -2.1 1.4 0.7 -2.5 1.1 0.9 -1.1 -5.9 1.4

Contingency  of Line 1 
Full 1428.9 197.5 67.6 193.3 437.4 -183.5 -530.1 -472.9 -60.7
Reduced 1428.9 196.2 67.4 195.9 436.5 -181.0 -527.9 -466.7 -62.9
Difference 0.0 1.3 0.2 -2.6 0.9 -2.5 -2.2 -6.2 2.2

Contingency  of Line 2 
Full 1241.0 198.2 67.4 194.1 439.5 -195.5 -533.2 -472.7 -50.8
Reduced 1240.8 197.2 67.3 196.2 437.4 -184.1 -528.7 -466.1 -55.3
Difference 0.2 1.0 0.1 -2.1 2.1 -11.4 -4.5 -6.6 4.5

Contingency  of Line 3 
Full 409.6 199.6 59.2 199.2 425.8 -197.6 -520.3 -456.0 -59.5
Reduced 411.5 198.4 58.3 201.3 433.8 -185.1 -528.8 -461.6 -60.8
Difference -1.9 1.2 0.9 -2.1 -8.0 -12.5 8.5 5.6 1.3

Contingency  of Line 4 
Full 1426.9 201.1 63.8 200.5 435.1 -183.4 -530.0 -472.4 -65.1
Reduced 1428.6 200.1 63.2 199.9 435.2 -181.5 -528.5 -466.7 -66.5
Difference -1.7 1.0 0.6 0.6 -0.1 -1.9 -1.5 -5.7 1.4

Contingency  of Line 5 
Full 1648.6 200.9 -88.6 187.8 440.3 -187.9 -532.9 -475.6 -47.9
Reduced 1647.9 201.1 -88.5 189.8 438.8 -181.1 -527.5 -466.8 -52.2
Difference 0.7 -0.2 -0.1 -2.0 1.5 -6.8 -5.4 -8.8 4.3

Contingency  of Line 6 
Full 1570.5 132.4 63.3 96.8 452.7 -157.9 -513.3 -461.9 -62.4
Reduced 1578.3 124.7 62.7 104.5 459.5 -157.8 -514.7 -457.9 -63.2
Difference -7.8 7.7 0.6 -7.7 -6.8 -0.1 1.4 -4.0 0.8
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The third quantity compared was the interface MVAr flow for the same nine in-

terfaces. The results are shown in Table 17.  It can be seen that reactive power flow com-

parison between most of the interfaces produced very satisfactory results. The largest er-

ror was 13.2 MVAr and was observed for total reactive power coming in from Rocky 

Run station (RockyRun) for the loss of line 6. Of the 13.2 MVAr, 7.7 MVAr is related to 

the errors in the steady state power flow. 
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Table 17: Interface Reactive Power Comparison (MVAr) 

  USA ON SPC 
E-W 
ties  Raun Adams

Rocky 
Run 

Garden 
Park 

Ft. 
Thompson

Pre contingency 
Full -95.7 -86.1 -53.0 -45.8 -63.2 -37.2 -20.3 16.5 8.2
Reduced -95.5 -85.8 -52.9 -46.0 -63.7 -36.3 -28.0 21.6 8.6
Difference -0.2 -0.3 -0.1 0.2 0.5 -0.9 7.7 -5.1 -0.4

Contingency  of Line 1 
Full -90.6 -86.3 -52.5 -45.7 -64.0 -36.4 -19.7 16.3 7.5
Reduced -90.6 -86.1 -52.6 -45.8 -64.8 -36.0 -27.8 21.8 8.0
Difference 0.0 -0.2 0.1 0.1 0.8 -0.4 8.1 -5.5 -0.5

Contingency  of Line 2 
Full -73.6 -85.9 -53.1 -45.8 -65.6 -34.2 -19.1 16.1 6.2
Reduced -74.6 -85.6 -53.2 -45.7 -66.9 -35.5 -27.5 21.8 6.9
Difference 1.0 -0.3 0.1 -0.1 1.3 1.3 8.4 -5.7 -0.7

Contingency  of Line 3 
Full -33.3 -83.4 -52.0 -44.9 -62.5 -33.7 -18.7 17.7 7.3
Reduced -33.3 -83.3 -51.9 -45.8 -64.4 -35.2 -27.4 21.3 7.6
Difference 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.9 1.9 1.5 8.7 -3.6 -0.3

Contingency  of Line 4 
Full -97.7 -85.7 -52.8 -45.2 -63.4 -36.4 -19.7 16.7 8.1
Reduced -98.0 -86.2 -52.9 -46.2 -63.9 -36.1 -27.7 21.7 8.5
Difference 0.3 0.5 0.1 1.0 0.5 -0.3 8.0 -5.0 -0.4

Contingency  of Line 5 
Full -79.4 -86.1 -28.0 -46.0 -65.5 -35.5 -19.5 15.9 5.7
Reduced -80.4 -85.6 -28.3 -44.1 -66.7 -35.8 -27.7 21.8 6.4
Difference 1.0 -0.5 0.3 -1.9 1.2 0.3 8.2 -5.9 -0.7

Contingency  of Line 6 
Full -96.7 -88.2 -52.9 -45.7 -63.7 -40.8 -21.7 17.4 7.8
Reduced -95.5 -88.2 -53.1 -46.8 -63.9 -40.1 -34.9 17.0 8.2
Difference -1.2 0.0 0.2 1.1 0.2 -0.7 13.2 0.4 -0.4
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The fourth variable compared was the active power flow along the same 6 lines 

used in the contingency analysis. As mentioned before these 6 lines consist of the 4 tie 

lines between Manitoba and USA (Line 1 to Line 4), the tie line between Saskatchewan 

and USA (Line 5), and the line between North Western Ontario and the USA (Line 6). 

The Special Protection Schemes (SPS’s) associated with these lines, which reduce Mani-

toba Hydro DC by the pre-contingency flow on the lines, were simulated in the contin-

gencies. Active power flow comparisons between the two scenarios are provided in Table 

18. It can be seen that the largest error observed was 4.7 MW (percentage error of 0.42%) 

on the Manitoba Hydro 500 kV tie line for the loss of the tie line between North Western 

Ontario and the USA (Line 6). This result demonstrates the active power comparison 

produces very satisfactory results between the two models. 
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Table 18: Active Power Comparison Along the Lines (MW) 

  Line 1 Line 2 Line 3 Line 4 Line 5 Line 6 
Pre contingency 
Full 54.0 270.3 1102.2 78.2 166.0 152.4
Reduced 55.0 271.2 1102.6 78.0 165.3 153.5
Difference -1.0 -0.9 -0.4 0.2 0.7 -1.1

Contingency  of Line 1 
Full 0.0 276.9 1075.9 76.1 169.5 152.1
Reduced 0.0 278.3 1074.7 75.8 169.4 153.1
Difference 0.0 -1.4 1.2 0.3 0.1 -1.0

Contingency  of Line 2 
Full 94.8 0.0 1068.4 77.9 169.3 153.7
Reduced 98.0 0.0 1065.1 77.8 169.1 154.5
Difference -3.2 0.0 3.3 0.1 0.2 -0.8

Contingency  of Line 3 
Full 48.7 268.2 0.0 92.7 160.6 159.8
Reduced 49.4 269.0 0.0 93.1 159.6 159.7
Difference -0.7 -0.8 0.0 -0.4 1.0 0.1

Contingency  of Line 4 
Full 53.4 270.4 1103.1 0.0 165.5 162.4
Reduced 54.4 271.3 1103.0 0.0 164.7 160.6
Difference -1.0 -0.9 0.1 0.0 0.8 1.8

Contingency  of Line 5 
Full 90.8 299.5 1171.7 86.6 0.0 150.9
Reduced 93.1 301.5 1167.7 85.7 0.0 152.9
Difference -2.3 -2.0 4.0 0.9 0.0 -2.0

Contingency  of Line 6 
Full 53.2 271.3 1116.5 129.5 164.9 0.0
Reduced 54.3 272.6 1121.2 130.2 164.3 0.0
Difference -1.1 -1.3 -4.7 -0.7 0.6 0.0
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The fifth variable compared was the reactive power output of the six lines under 

study for the same contingencies. The results of the comparison are given in Table 19. 

The largest error observed was 1.3 MVAr on the Manitoba Hydro 500 kV tie line for the 

loss of the tie line between North Western Ontario and USA (Line 6). 
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Table 19: Line Reactive Power Comparison (MVAr) 

  Line 1 Line 2 Line 3 Line 4 Line 5 Line 6 
Pre contingency 
Full -11.800 -29.200 -56.700 2.100 -3.700 -16.700
Reduced -12.000 -29.200 -56.600 2.300 -3.900 -16.700
Difference 0.2 0 -0.1 -0.2 0.2 0

Contingency  of Line 1 
Full 0.000 -28.700 -63.700 1.800 -4.100 -16.900
Reduced 0.000 -28.600 -64.000 2.000 -4.300 -16.800
Difference 0 -0.1 0.3 -0.2 0.2 -0.1

Contingency  of Line 2 
Full -10.200 0.000 -65.700 2.200 -4.000 -16.600
Reduced -10.400 0.000 -66.500 2.400 -4.400 -16.700
Difference 0.2 0 0.8 -0.2 0.4 0.1

Contingency  of Line 3 
Full -11.100 -27.900 0.000 5.700 -3.400 -14.200
Reduced -11.200 -27.900 0.000 5.800 -3.700 -14.300
Difference 0.1 0 0 -0.1 0.3 0.1

Contingency  of Line 4 
Full -11.800 -29.500 -56.500 0.000 -4.200 -20.200
Reduced -12.000 -29.500 -56.500 0.000 -3.500 -20.700
Difference 0.2 0 0 0 -0.7 0.5

Contingency  of Line 5 
Full -18.200 -26.800 -37.100 2.600 0.000 -16.100
Reduced -18.400 -26.500 -38.300 2.900 0.000 -16.100
Difference 0.2 -0.3 1.2 -0.3 0 0

Contingency  of Line 6 

Full -11.800 -29.300 -52.800 -2.700 -4.100 0.000
Reduced -12.100 -29.200 -51.500 -2.600 -3.800 0.000
Difference 0.3 -0.1 -1.3 -0.1 -0.3 0
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Manitoba Hydro and the surrounding power system have four phase shifters con-

nected to the system. Two of them are located on the Manitoba – Ontario interface. One 

is located on the Saskatchewan - USA interface and the other one is located on the North 

Western Ontario- USA interface. The behaviour of these phase shifters is very important 

for accurate calculation of power across the interface. Therefore, the phase shift angle 

was compared for the same set of contingencies.  The results of the analysis are provided 

in Table 20. It can be seen that all phase shifters performed in an acceptable manner with 

the equivalent circuit.  
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Table 20: Phase Shifter Angle Comparison (Degree) 

  PS1 PS2 PS3 PS4 

Pre contingency 
Full 65.5 38.4 38.4 -18.9
Reduced 64.5 37.4 37.4 -19.3
Difference 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.4

Contingency  of Line 1 
Full 65.5 38.4 38.4 -18.9
Reduced 64.5 37.4 37.4 -19.3
Difference 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.4

Contingency  of Line 2 
Full 65.5 38.4 38.4 -20.3
Reduced 64.5 37.4 37.4 -20.9
Difference 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.6

Contingency  of Line 3 
Full 64.4 38.4 38.4 -18.9
Reduced 63.1 37.4 37.4 -19.3
Difference 1.3 1.0 1.0 0.4

Contingency  of Line 4 
Full 63.3 40.5 40.5 -18.9
Reduced 60.8 38.7 38.7 -19.3
Difference 2.5 1.8 1.8 0.4

Contingency  of Line 5 
Full 65.5 39.8 39.8 -18.9
Reduced 64.5 38.3 38.3 -19.3
Difference 1.0 1.5 1.5 0.4

Contingency  of Line 6 
Full 65.5 20.4 20.4 -18.9
Reduced 64.5 19.4 19.4 -19.3

Difference 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.4
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5.4.2 Use of Equivalent Circuit in Transfer Calculation         

The transfer level calculation is necessary to establish the system operating levels for 

various internal and external interfaces. Manitoba Hydro carries out off-line studies using 

the MRO model to establish transfer levels for all its internal and external interfaces in-

cluding the Manitoba-Ontario, Manitoba-Saskatchewan and Manitoba –USA interfaces. 

The transfer level calculation usually starts with the MRO model. Once the MRO model 

is issued, Manitoba Hydro with the consultation of regional utilities carries out some 

changes to the original MRO model before starting transfer analysis. These adjustments 

may include adjusting transfer levels of various neighbouring interfaces to certain levels, 

adjusting load, adding any new system improvements which are not modelled, etc. The 

modified power flow, which is generally called the “base case”, is then used in the trans-

fer calculation.  

 

The transfer level calculations usually involve increasing the transfer level in 

steps by adjusting generation and loads in the base case, and running a set of contingen-

cies at each transfer level until any thermal or voltage limits are reached. This process is 

illustrated in Figure 41. 
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Figure 41: Transfer Limit Calculation Process 

 

Manitoba Hydro is working towards implementing real-time transfer level calcu-

lations in Manitoba Hydro’s control centre. As explained before, real-time transfer level 

calculations start from the power flow model derived from the EMS. Since Manitoba Hy-

dro’s EMS system does not represent the link between Manitoba and Ontario appropri-
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ately, it is necessary to use the equivalent circuit.  Manitoba Hydro’s base case used for 

the transfer calculation was cut off along the EMS boundary. The equivalent circuit de-

veloped using the proposed method was attached to the reduced model to prepare the re-

duced power flow model. The boundary matching procedure described in Chapter 3 was 

then used to map the internal line flow of the reduced model to be the same as the full 

model.  

 

From the three external interfaces, the reduced EMS model greatly affected the 

Manitoba – USA interface.  Therefore, transfer analysis was simulated for the Manitoba – 

USA interface using the reduced power flow model and compared with the results of the 

transfer calculation for the full model.  

 

Transfer level calculations were performed using the Manitoba Hydro - USA 

study package used to calculate Manitoba –USA transfer levels in the off-line studies. 

This package has a set of contingencies used in the transfer calculation, accurate model-

ling of all the components in the power system including phase shifter controls, SPS’s, 

capacitors, and reactors behaviour.  

 

The value of the transfer level for the Manitoba –USA interface was 2422 MW 

when the full off-line model was used to calculate the transfer level and was 2412 MW 

when the reduced power flow model was used in the transfer level calculation.  
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The transfer level of a particular interface is a function of the network configura-

tion. When the network elements go out of service due to planned or forced outages, 

transfer levels of the interface can also change. This is also true for the Manitoba –USA 

interface. For example, if one tie line between Manitoba and USA is lost while Manitoba 

Hydro is exporting electricity to the USA, Manitoba Hydro cannot keep the same transfer 

level. Manitoba Hydro has to reduce the transfer level so that next element loss in the 

system does not jeopardise the power system.  Due to that reason Manitoba Hydro calcu-

lates transfer capability for its interfaces for a number of prior outage conditions as well 

as for system intact. Transfer level calculations for prior outages involve additional steps 

to create a new base case considering the outages. Transfer level changes and the contin-

gency analysis are then carried out on this new base case to determine the transfer level 

for the prior outage condition. The transfer level calculation process for prior outage con-

ditions using the equivalent circuit is illustrated in Figure 42. 
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Figure 42: Transfer level Calculation Process for Prior Outage Condition 
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Manitoba –USA transfer level was calculated for following six prior outages con-

ditions: 

• Prior outage of each of the tie lines between Manitoba and the USA (Line 1 to 

Line 4) 

• Prior outage of the tie line between Saskatchewan and the USA (Line 5) 

• Prior outage of the line between North western Ontario and the USA (Line 6)  

 

A comparison of the transfer level calculation between the two models is shown 

in Table 21. It can be seen that the transfer level calculated using the two methods are 

very close except in two prior outage conditions. Those two are the prior outage of line 2 

and line 3. Line 3 is the 500 kV line between the Manitoba and the USA. These two sce-

narios were further analysed to find the reasons for the differences.  

 

Table 21: Transfer Level Comparison between Two Models ((MW) 

Outage Condition Using Full Model Using Reduced Model 

System Intact 2422 2412 

Line 1 2180 2180 

Line 2 1915 1942 

Line 3 620 650 

Line 4 2298 2300 

Line 5 2403 2396 

Line 6 2250 2235 
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As mentioned above, Manitoba Hydro’s study package used in the off-line studies 

was used to calculate transfer capability. Manitoba Hydro off-line transfer analysis starts 

with the base case which has a Manitoba-USA transfer level of 2500 MW. The Manitoba 

– USA study package has a program to reduce the transfer between the Manitoba – USA 

interface.  The normal practice is reducing Manitoba Hydro northern island generation 

and DC while increasing generation in the USA. When creating the reduced model from 

the full model, some of those generators were cut off from the model. Other than creating 

an equivalent circuit between Manitoba and Ontario, no additional compensation was 

provided for the reduced generation/load in the USA area in the reduced model. This re-

sulted in an increasing swing bus located in the USA with the reduction of the Manitoba 

– USA transfer level.  This was the reason for the difference between the two models un-

der those two prior outage conditions. When the swing bus power was distributed among 

the boundary the transfer level calculated using the equivalent model was much closer to 

the full model.  

 

This exercise demonstrates that the reduced model can be use in transfer level 

calculation under system intact and a number of prior outage conditions. However, some 

prior outage conditions may require appropriate compensation for the generation and load 

lost due to the reduced model size. This is especially important if the transfer calculation 

requires large generation and or load manipulation from the current condition.  

 

As described before, transfer calculation requires adjusting load and generation in 

different areas. Transfer adjustments should be carried out in the most realistic manner in 
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order to get best results. Before the era of the electricity market, when the balancing area 

was small, most utilities knew the behavior of the generation dispatch pattern in the area. 

However, with the introduction of the electricity market most of the areas merged into 

one big balancing area. With this it is very difficult to determine the correct sink and 

source for transfer level calculations. To make the matter even worse, power systems to-

day have lots of variable resources such as wind power generation.  The outputs of these 

generators are highly unpredictable. Therefore, selecting correct source/sink pairs for 

transfer adjustment is not straightforward. Power system utilities should take time to ana-

lyze this problem before determining source/sink pairs in transfer calculations. Utilities 

should also continue to benchmark their models with real-time systems to improve their 

models. 

 

5.4.3 PV Analysis          

Accuracy of the equivalent circuit was also analyzed by carrying out PV analysis. PV 

analysis was started with the same set of base cases developed for the transfer level cal-

culation which had a Manitoba-USA transfer level of 2500 MW. Manitoba-USA transfer 

levels were then reduced in steps of 100 MW using the Manitoba – USA off-line transfer 

adjustment methods while monitoring the voltage of key Manitoba Hydro stations. The 

results of the analysis are shown in Figure 43. Voltage variation with the transfer level in 

the full model is shown in blue and voltage variation for the reduced model is shown in 

red. It can be seen that voltage profile between the two models is very close. The maxi-

mum voltage difference observed was only 0.0074 per unit. More importantly, this occurs 
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in the first two transfer adjustments. Voltages between two models were very close in the 

last four transfer adjustments. 

 

 

Figure 43: PV Analysis for Major Manitoba Stations. Variation of bus voltage for Station 1 to 4. 

 

The same six contingencies selected for the contingency analysis were selected 

for the PV curves as well. The results of the analysis are shown from Figure 44 to Figure 

49. Voltage variation with the transfer level in the full model is shown in blue and volt-

age variation for the reduced model is shown in red. It can be seen that all the PV curves 

provide comparable results. In some graphs, when the transfer level is increased, voltage 

suddenly increased. This is due to switching of some reactive control devices in the net-

work. In Figure 46 and Figure 47 it appears that voltages profile of bus 3 is behaving dif-

ferently in the full model and the reduced model. However, this is only highlighted due to 
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the scale selected in the graphs. The voltages between two models are quite close to each 

other.  

 

Figure 44: PV Analysis for Major Manitoba Stations. Variation of bus voltage for Station 1 to 4 for 

loss of Line 1 
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Figure 45: PV Analysis for Major Manitoba Stations. Variation of bus voltage for Station 1 to 4 for 

loss of Line 2 

 

 

Figure 46: PV Analysis for Major Manitoba Stations. Variation of bus voltage for Station 1 to 4 for 

loss of Line 3 
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Figure 47: PV Analysis for Major Manitoba Stations. Variation of bus voltage for Station 1 to 4 for 

loss of Line 4 

 

Figure 48: PV Analysis for Major Manitoba Stations. Variation of bus voltage for Station 1 to 4 for 

loss of Line 5 
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Figure 49: PV Analysis for Major Manitoba Stations. Variation of bus voltage for Station 1 to 4 for 

loss of Line 6 

 

5.5 Summary  

This chapter introduced Manitoba Hydro System and demonstrated the need to 

use the equivalent circuit in real-time security assessments. Proposed methodology was 

used to develop an equivalent circuit for the Manitoba Hydro system. 

 

The equivalent circuit derived was benchmarked by performing contingency 

analysis, transfer analysis and PV analysis. Equivalent circuit demonstrates reasonable 

accuracy in all those scenarios. 
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Chapter 6 

Proposed Improvements to Real-time 

Limit Calculation Process  

Accurate modeling of power system response during a contingency is as important as de-

veloping a good power flow model. This chapter describes some of the possible im-

provements that can be carried out in the real-time limit calculation process. 

 

6.1 Contingency Analysis Associated with Load 

and Generation Loss 

One of the conditions must be satisfied in the security analysis of a power system is that, 

for any given island, the sum of power generated should be equal to the sum of the load 

connected to the system plus system losses. Off-line studies use the concept of a swing 
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bus to balance the power system generation with load and losses. Typically one generator 

is selected as a swing machine for the island. This generator will adjust its output to bal-

ance the power in the island.  

 

When the power system conditions change, the swing bus is used again to balance 

the power system. Traditionally, power systems engineers were only interested in simu-

lating contingencies associated with transmission lines or transformers. Under these con-

ditions, the difference between the pre-contingency power flow and post-contingency 

power flow is only the change of system losses due to a change of system configuration. 

Therefore, swing bus adjustments will be very small. Therefore, use of a swing bus under 

these circumstances does not introduce much error. However, recently more and more 

utilities are interested in simulating load losses and generation losses in their security as-

sessments. Even under these circumstances, if the swing bus is located sufficiently far 

away from the study area this may not introduce much error.  

 

Now let’s look at the real-time security assessment. In real-time security assess-

ments, the power system model comes from the utility’s EMS model. Therefore, the area 

covered by the EMS power flow is much smaller than in off-line studies. This might pre-

vent some utilities from moving the swing bus away from the study area. Under these cir-

cumstances the accuracy of using a swing bus during generation and load losses is ques-

tionable.   
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If a generator or load is lost in the real-time system, initially all the generators 

connected to the island will respond to that disturbance based on their governor droop 

characteristics. Then the area responsible for the loss is responsible to provide adequate 

compensation based on the Area Control Error (ACE). For example, if a load is lost and 

that load cannot be brought back to the system immediately, generation in that area 

should be reduced accordingly to maintain the correct interchange flow with other areas. 

On the other hand, if a generator is lost and it cannot be brought on-line immediately, the 

nearby area is responsible in meeting its obligations by increasing generation or through 

activation of some reserve sharing agreement that may exist with other areas.  

 

Most utilities have one or more generators designated as Automatic Generation 

Control (AGC) units. The function of these units is to maintain ACE at near zero with 

system changes.   

 

Real-time studies engineers should take every effort to simulate the power system 

contingencies as close as possible to the system behavior. Under these circumstances, 

studies engineers should seriously reconsider the use of a swing bus during the contin-

gencies associated with generation and load losses.  Studies engineers should investigate 

the possibility of introducing governor and AGC behavior to power system simulations.  

 

Some commercially available software has the capability to use governor or AGC 

action to balance the power flow instead of a swing bus. Unfortunately, it is not easy to 

select which method to use. This can be illustrated using few examples from Manitoba 
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Hydro System. Figure 50 shows change of Manitoba Hydro total export during a loss one 

of its industrial customers. It can be seen that when Manitoba Hydro system lost the in-

dustrial customer, total Manitoba Hydro export increased by the amount equal to the lost 

customer load. However, within less than 2 min of the incident, Manitoba Hydro export 

came back to the original value. When Manitoba Hydro lost the industrial customer, 

Manitoba Hydro had extra generation. This extra generation initially flowed through the 

tie lines to neighbouring utilities. However, within less than 2 min, Manitoba Hydro AGC 

function managed to bring back the exports back to the original value. In order to simu-

late this incident accurately with the swing bus option, swing bus should be located inside 

the Manitoba Hydro area. On the other hand this event can be simulated accurately by 

modelling the AGC.  
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Figure 50: Change of Manitoba Hydro Total Export with a loss of industrial customer 

 

Now consider another example, where Manitoba Hydro lost one of its tie lines 

with the United State of America. These tie lines have special protection schemes where 

when a tie line is lost, Manitoba Hydro dc is reduced by the amount of pre contingency 

flow on the tie line and AGC function is disabled. Manitoba Hydro system response at 

the time of loss of a tie line is shown in Figure 51. When Manitoba Hydro lost one of its 

tie lines, Manitoba Hydro total export was reduced by the pre contingency flow on the tie 

line. This event can be simulated accurately by located swing bus away from the Mani-

toba Hydro area or using governor option.  
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Figure 51: Change of Manitoba Hydro total export with loss of a tie line 

 

   Above two examples illustrated that using single swing bus, governor option 

or AGC option may not be able to provide accurate simulation response for all the con-

tingencies. Therefore, provisions should be made to include both governor and AGC in 

the simulation similar to the actual system. Algorithm that can be used to simulate both 

governor and AGC response is shown in Figure 52.  

 

 The proposed algorithm involves solving post contingency power flow in several 

iterations to obtain final solution. In first iteration, power flow can be solved after apply-

ing contingency and any other Special Protection Schemes. If the contingency or SPS is 
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associated with load or generation lost, the active power output of the swing bus will be 

changed. The change in the swing bus active power (DPswing) then can be distributed 

among pre identified set of generators to simulate governor response. Power flow should 

then be solved to obtain governor response. At this stage it is necessary to evaluate any 

thermal or voltage violations. From Figure 50, it can be seen that immediately after the 

lost of industrial customer, Manitoba Hydro export was increased. The purpose of moni-

toring violation at governor time frame is to investigate the vulnerability of the system 

during this power surge. Relay loadability (Setting at which relay initiate trip function) or 

any other short term facility rating should be used to check the flow.  

 

  If the AGC function is enabled, this can be simulated by reversing the Governor 

dispatch and distributing swing bus active power difference among the AGC units to 

simulate the AGC response.  This proposed approach will be able to provide an accurate 

response for different types of contingencies as mentioned above.   
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Figure 52: Algorithm to simulate both governor and AGC response 

6.2 System Response during Contingency Analy-

sis 

Power system response to the disturbance is not limited to generators. Many other de-

vices connected to the system can also respond to the disturbance. They include but are 

not limited to: switching reactive control devices, operation of various special protection 
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systems, phase shifter adjustments, etc.  These control actions need to be accurately mod-

eled the real-time analysis. Under some circumstances, the order in which they operate is 

also important. In time domain simulation, modeling events in the correct sequence is 

straightforward. However, this is not trivial in non time domain simulations.  

 

Some utilities including Manitoba Hydro solve the post-contingent power flow 

model in several steps to obtain the final-post contingent power flow. Each step is associ-

ated with control schemes such as activation of an SPS, phase shifter control, capacitors 

and reactor control, etc. However there is lots of customization and coordinating required 

to develop this kind of scheme. Therefore there is a need for a universally accepted ap-

proach where major power system software venders support this feature in their software.  

 

Figure 53 shows a flow chart that can be used in real-time security assessments 

considering all the major components in the system, and governor and AGC response. 

The process starts with the real-time power flow received from the EMS.  If necessary 

this power flow can be changed to reflect system conditions more accurately. Adding an 

equivalent circuit to represent an external area is one such example (Section A). 
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Figure 53: Proposed Real-time security assessment method 
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If transfer analysis is required, then it is necessary to adjust power sources and 

sinks appropriately to develop a pre-contingency transfer scenario. Once this pre-

contingency power flow model is prepared, it is very important to ensure that it repre-

sents the actual system behaviors. For example, a change in the transfer level may create 

certain bus voltages to be outside of the normal operating range. Yet, there may be ca-

pacitors or reactors close by which can control the voltage. However, if this capacitor or 

reactor is in manual mode, the power flow solution process may not switch that device.  

In real life, system operators always use capacitors and reactors to maintain system volt-

ages at normal levels. Therefore, it is necessary to turn on any manual reactors or capaci-

tors to bring the bus voltage to the normal range before starting contingency analysis.  

 

The flowchart shows a two stage process for solving the post-contingency power 

flow model. Two stage solution processes are used in the some commercially available 

software. During this solution iteration, any contingencies are applied with any follow up 

SPS. All the capacitors, reactors and phase shifters are locked except any fast switching 

devices. The power flow is then solved using a governor solution. The resultant flow 

should then be compared against any short term emergency rating (section B). This proc-

ess is lacking in the industry today. Some utilities including Manitoba Hydro check cer-

tain equipment in this solution step. However, not all equipment is checked. A recent 

NERC white paper on System Operating Limits (SOL) recommends the utilities to use 

SOL appropriately [155]. Most commercially available power flow simulation tools al-

low up to six ratings to be specified in the power flow. However, most software only uses 

two ratings in the security assessment. One rating is used to compare the steady state flow 
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or the pre-contingency flow and other rating is use to compare the post-contingency flow. 

This should be changed to include at least three ratings to consider in the security as-

sessment.  In addition to the two ratings already used, the third rating should be used in 

the intermediate step of the post-contingency solution. If power system devices do not 

have short term ratings, relay settings can be used as the short term emergency rating.  

 

The power flow solution then can be solved again using the governor solution and 

allowing all the other automatic devices in the system to move, including capacitors, re-

actors, phase shifters, etc (Section C). This process can be iterated until any violations are 

found.  

 

Once the transfer calculation is performed, results should be displayed appropri-

ately to the operators. Some of the selected results can be sent to a historian application 

such as PI. Power flow model and any of the other associated files can be stored for off-

line analysis (section D). 

 

6.3 Compensation for Reduced Generation and 

Loads in the Cut-off Area 

Section 5.3 demonstrates that when the equivalent circuit is used in transfer analysis 

where it is necessary to perform significant adjustment to generation and load, generation 

and load in the cut off area cannot be ignored. This section provides a small modification 
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to the proposed equivalent circuit methodology that can be used under these circum-

stances.  

 

Again consider the simple power system model used in chapter 2. This power sys-

tem is shown in Figure 54.  The proposed method can be used to develop an equivalent 

circuit between the station D3 and C1 as shown in Figure 55. 

 

 

 

Figure 54: Part of the Interconnected System 
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Figure 55: Proposed Equivalent system 

 

In the equivalent circuit development, it was mentioned that the load connected to 

station D3 represents the actual load connected to station D3 as well as flow into the ex-

ternal area from the internal area. However, some contingencies may results in power 

coming from the external area into the internal area and this equivalent circuit cannot be 

used to represent this behavior. Therefore, it is proposed to add a generator at the selected 

boundary stations with the output of the generator set to zero. The active and reactive 

power limits of this generator should be carefully selected to represent the system behav-

ior. When selecting generator capability and power coming from the external area, it is 

better to use past data gathered from actual system events rather than offline simulation 

results to obtain accurate system response.  

 

Transfer analysis may sometime require significant adjustment to generation and 

load in the buffer zone. These changes sometime could change the behaviour of the 

buffer system. Due to this reason, some utilities would like to sink or source genera-
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tion/load at the boundary to facilitate the transfer. This can be achieved by adding load 

and generation at the boundary. If it is necessary to add load into boundary buses to fa-

cilitate transfer, power output of the generator connected to the boundary can set to the 

same as the boundary load value. 

 

Most utilities carry out time domain dynamic simulations in addition to the static 

security assessments. For real-time dynamic simulation, it may be necessary to develop a 

dynamic equivalent circuit. One of the advantages of using a generator at the boundary 

stations is that, these generators can be used to represent the inertia of the external sys-

tem.  

6.4 Summary  

This chapter proposed two enhancements that can improve the accuracy of the se-

curity assessment and one enhancement that can enhance the accuracy of transfer calcula-

tion, when it is necessary to adjust large amount of load or generation to calculate transfer 

level.  
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Future Work 

This section presents the conclusion of the thesis and future works that can be carried out 

in this research area. 

 

7.1 Conclusions 

Today more and more utilities rely on real-time security assessments in power system 

operation. The accuracy of security assessments greatly depends on the data and the vari-

ous assumptions and procedures used in the security assessment. The data used for the 

security assessment includes a power flow model derived based on real-time operating 

conditions. Utilities often use the power system network modelled in their EMS to pre-

pare the real-time power flow model. This network usually covers the utility’s own area, 

and some area immediately adjacent to its own area called the “Buffer Zone”. The major-

ity of the time, the area covered in this model is not sufficient to produce accurate secu-
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rity assessments. To fill this gap, most utilities use equivalent circuits created using off-

line studies to model the external area in their security assessments. 

 The subject of developing an equivalent circuit was studied by many researchers 

over the last 50 years. Some of the major previous research on this area were summarised 

in the Chapter 2.  Almost all of the available methods require impedance information of 

the external area to develop an equivalent circuit. However, most utilities do not have ac-

cess to this information in real-time. They use equivalent circuits created using off-line 

studies in their real-time model without proper validation. The accuracy of using the 

same equivalent circuit in all external operating conditions is highly questionable. Some 

utilities go one step further and produce multiple equivalent circuits based on the season, 

transfer levels, etc. This is better than using a single equivalent circuit. However, it may 

still not produce accurate results.  

 

Chapter 3 of this thesis presented a simple yet effective method of deriving an 

equivalent circuit based on the boundary condition information. Unlike most of the exist-

ing methods like Ward and REI method, this method does not require impedance infor-

mation of the external area to derive the equivalent circuit. This method only requires 

voltage magnitude and voltage angle of the boundary buses, and power going into the ex-

ternal area from the boundary buses. Utilities already have access to real-time boundary 

bus voltage and power information. Many utilities are now working towards adding PMU 

(Phaser Measurement Units) into their EMS’s since in real-time operations it is impossi-

ble to use external network information to determine an equivalent circuit with changing 

network conditions. The proposed method provides a practical alternative to deriving an 
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equivalent circuit using real-time boundary condition data from installed PMUs that can 

be adapted for varying system operating conditions.  

 

Connection of an equivalent circuit to a power system model can sometimes 

change the active and reactive power flow values in the original system. Therefore it is 

necessary to carry out some form of boundary matching exercise so that boundary sta-

tions will provide same active and reactive power injection in the internal system. Section 

3.2.1 proposed a simple boundary matching method which can be used to achieve this 

outcome.  

 

Section 3.3 illustrated how the proposed methodology can be used to create an 

equivalent circuit for modified IEEE three area 300 bus system and how boundary match-

ing can be performed after connecting equivalent circuit to avoid changes to the internal 

system states. The validity of the proposed methodology was tested by performing con-

tingency analysis and comparing the results with the full model. The method was bench-

marked against the impedance reduction method, which is one of the most common 

methods used in the industry today. Benchmarking results demonstrated that the proposed 

method could produce results very close to the impedance reduction method.  

 

Even though the method suggested in Chapter 3 was published in a peer review 

journal [156], argument can be made this method is too specific and may not work in 

some power system networks. The proposed method cannot be also used to generate the 

equivalent circuit parameters between different stations in the same area. In order to ad-
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dress these issues a second method was proposed to calculate equivalent circuit parame-

ters based on the boundary information. This method is presented in Chapter 4 and uses 

the least square method. The method was thoroughly benchmarked according to power 

system industry standards using contingency analysis, transfer analysis and PV analysis. 

All the analyses have shown that the developed equivalent circuit shows behaviour very 

similar to the full model and hence can be used in the security assessment.  

 

In chapter 5, method proposed in Chapter 3 was used to create an equivalent cir-

cuit for the Manitoba Hydro system. The accuracy of the model was thoroughly investi-

gated by performing contingency analysis including generation losses as high as 1500 

MW, transfer analysis for system intact condition as well as number of prior outage con-

ditions, and PV analyses. 

 

The assumptions and methods used in a real-time assessment are as important as 

the power system model in producing accurate results. Power system studies traditionally 

used the concept of a swing bus to balance the power generated with the load and losses 

in a particular island. Traditional contingency analyses only evaluated the loss of trans-

mission elements. They did not evaluate the impact of loss of load or generation. Under 

those circumstances, the use of a swing bus to balance the power flow does not produce 

much error. However, the use of a swing bus concept in real-time assessment where the 

swing bus may be located relatively close to the study area may not produce accurate re-

sults, particularly when considering contingencies associated with loss of load and gen-

eration. 
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As an alternative, some commercially available power system simulation software 

use governor response and AGC response to balance the power flow. In the governor re-

sponse, all the generators connected to the island participate in balancing generation, and 

in the AGC response, only the generators connected to the area responsible for the loss 

participate to balance the power. Even though this approach is better than the swing bus 

concept,   sometimes it is not easy to choose between the governor and AGC options. 

This was illustrated in Chapter 6 using two system events that occured in the Manitoba 

Hydro system.  Real-time systems experience both governor and AGC responses. There-

fore, studies engineers should take every effort to model the correct system behaviour in 

simulations. Section 6.1 proposed a method where power flow solution can be used to ob-

tain both governor and AGC solution. Unlike governor, AGC or swing bus option, this 

method can produce accurate simulation results for the different types of contingencies.  

 

In addition to generators, other equipment and devices connected to the power 

system (such as special protection schemes, reactors, capacitors, transformers, and phase 

shifting transformers) also participate in determining the response of the power system 

after a disturbance. Different devices have different response times. Power system simu-

lations will be more accurate if these devices can be modelled in the order in which they 

respond. This task is straightforward in time domain simulation. However, this is not triv-

ial in static security assessment. Section, 6.2 of this thesis proposed a two-step solution 

process for solving post-contingency power flow model. An attempt was made to sepa-

rate equipment connected to the power system into two steps. During the first step, it was 
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proposed to solve the power flow using the governor response. In the second step, it was 

proposed to solve the power flow using the AGC option.  

 

Utilities can use an equivalent circuit in real time transfer level calculation. Some 

of the transfer analysis may require significant adjustment of generation or load in the 

buffer zone to facilitate required transfer level. Since, these changes can impact the be-

haviour of the system; utilities prefer to adjust generation and loads in the boundary. This 

can be achieved by adding generators or loads at the boundary. However, care should be 

taken to set proper active and reactive power limits based on the actual system response. 

 

In summary, this thesis presented a novel method that can be used to generate an 

equivalent circuit of a large interconnected power system for real-time security assess-

ments. The method was tested for the IEEE 300 bus system as well as for Manitoba Hy-

dro system. This work was published in IET Generation Transmission & Distribution 

journal [156]. In contrast to other methods used by the industry, this method does not re-

quire impedance information of the external system to develop equivalent circuit and it 

only requires boundary bus information such as voltage magnitude, voltage angle and 

power coming in from external area. This boundary information is used to determine 

equivalent impedance between two areas. 
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7.2 Research Contributions  

Based on the concepts and results presented in this thesis, the main contributions of this 

work are as follows: 

 Proposed a simple yet effective method to develop an equivalent circuit without using 

external system information. This method is based on the linear regression method 

and only uses boundary information. The method was validated with modified IEEE 

three area 300 bus system and Manitoba Hydro power system.  

 Second method based on least square method was proposed to overcome some of the 

deficiencies associated with the first method. This method was thoroughly bench-

marked according to power system industry standards by performing contingency 

analysis, transfer analysis and PV analysis.   

  Boundary matching method which can be used to correct the active and reactive 

power injection from boundary stations in to internal system was proposed. 

 The accuracy of using swing bus for the real time security assessment was ques-

tioned. It is also illustrated that the option to select Governor or AGC option will not 

work in some of the contingencies associated with generation and load losses. There-

fore, it was proposed to include both governor and AGC option in the post distur-

bance analysis. This option was proposed to Powertceh and they will have this feature 

in the next VSAT version expected to release in April 2017. VSAT is one of the most 

popular real time security assessment tools used by the power industry around the 

world.  
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 The importance of power system simulation reflecting actual system behaviour was 

highlighted. Attempt was made to group power system components into two groups 

based on their response time. This option was also presented to Powertech and they 

modified their VSAT V 16 to differentiate fast switching switch shunt devices (ca-

pacitors and reactors) for the rest of switch shunt devices.  

 

These contributions led to the following publications in journals and conferences. 

  Gayan Wijeweera, Udaya D. Annakkage, Wenjie Zhang, and Athula D. Rajapakse, 

"Derivation of an equivalent circuit for real-time security assessment." IET Genera-

tion, Transmission & Distribution 10, no. 8 (2016): 1913-1920 

 Gayan Wijeweera, Kevin J. Ostash, Wenjie Zhang, Allan D. Silk, “Implementation of 

real-time transfer limit calculation: Manitoba Hydro Experience”, 2015 CIEGRE 

Canada conference.  

 Gayan Wijeweera, Udaya D. Annakkage, Wenjie Zhang, and Athula D. Rajapakse, 

Michelle D. Rheault, "Development of an equivalent circuit of a large power system 

for real time security assessment”. Submitted and presently addressing reviewer’s 

comment for resubmission to IEEE Transactions on Power Systems.  

7.3 Future Work 

The method presented in this thesis only calculates the reactance of the equivalent circuit. 

The accuracy of the equivalent circuit may be increased by properly calculating the resis-

tance of the equivalent circuit as well.  
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Due to coordination required between various system operators to facilitate the 

sharing of real-time PMU data, it was not possible to create the equivalent circuit using 

real-time data. It is expected that system changes occurring due to changing system load 

and transfer levels can be used to generate the equivalent circuit in real-time. For exam-

ple, Manitoba Hydro sells its excess energy to the USA market during peak hours of the 

day when the price is high and subsequently reduces the transfer during night when the 

price is low. The variation of voltage and voltage angle during power transfer scenarios 

needs to be analysed to produce the equivalent circuit in real-time.  

 

This method assumes that all the boundary stations that need to be linked will 

have PMUs installed. However, in real systems it is possible that some of the boundary 

stations may not have PMU’s installed. Therefore it is necessary to find a method to de-

termine the voltage angle of those stations from the available PMU data.  

 

In section 6.3, it was proposed to add generator at the boundary to account for the 

reduced generation in the cut-off area. However, this thesis does not describe a method to 

obtain various important parameters in those generators including maximum active and 

reactive power capability. It is proposed that real time system events should be used to 

determine these parameters instead of offline study results. However, further work is re-

quired in this area. 
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This thesis only described steps involved in developing a static equivalent circuit. 

Many system operators carry out transient analysis as part of the transfer calculation as 

well. A dynamic equivalent circuit is required for these analyses.  
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Appendix A 

PSSE file used to modify three area 300 bus system  

text **    

text ** 

BAT_SPLT,664,731,'731', 345 

BAT_SPLT,731,732,'732', 345 

BAT_SPLT,732,733,'733', 345 

BAT_SPLT,733,734,'734', 345 

BAT_SPLT,235,711,'711', 138 

BAT_SPLT,711,712,'712', 138 

BAT_SPLT,712,713,'713', 138 

BAT_SPLT,713,714,'714', 138 

BAT_SPLT,714,715,'715', 138 

BAT_SPLT,250,761,'761', 66 

BAT_SPLT,761,762,'762', 66 

BAT_SPLT,281,721,'721', 230 

BAT_SPLT,721,722,'722', 230 
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BAT_SPLT,722,723,'723', 230 

BAT_SPLT,721,724,'724', 230 

BAT_SPLT,724,725,'725', 230 

rdch 

1 

0 / END OF BUS DATA, BEGIN LOAD DATA 

731,1,1,,,70,10 

733,1,1,,,160,8 

734,1,1,,,15,5 

711,1,1,,,35,15 

712,1,1,,,15,3 

713,1,1,,,18,6 

714,1,1,,,10,2 

761,1,1,,,10,5 

721,1,1,,,40,8 

723,1,1,,,50,7 

0 / END OF LOAD DATA, BEGIN Fixed Shunt DATA 

0 / END OF Fixed shunt DATA, BEGIN GENERATOR DATA 

732,1,200,40,100,-100,1.035,0,,,,,,,1 

713,1,60,10,30,-30,1.035,0,,,,,,,1 

725,1,50,15,30,-30,1.04,0,,,,,,,1 

724,1,50,15,30,-30,1.04,0,,,,,,,1 

715,1,60,10,50,-50,1.035,0,,,,,,,1 
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0 / END OF GENERATOR DATA, BEGIN BRANCH DATA 

731,664,'1 ',    0.31000E-02,    0.28600E-01,    0   

731,732,'1 ',    0.35000E-02,    0.3300E-01,    0. 

732,733,'1 ',    0.31000E-02,    0.28600E-01,    0   

734,733,'1 ',    0.5000E-02,    0.4200E-01,    0    

235,711,'1 ',    0.5000E-03,    0.177E-01,    0. 

712,711,'1 ',    0.1000E-02,    0.295E-01,    0 

712,713,'1 ',    0.3000E-03,    0.13E-02,    0 

713,714,'1 ',    0.13E-02,    0.288E-01,    0.0 

714,715,'1 ',    0.82000E-02,    0.85E-01,    0.02 

250,761,'1 ',    0.302,    0.446,    0 

761,762,'1 ',    0.24,    0.421,    0 

281,721,'1 ',    0.44E-02,    0.514E-01,    0.0 

722,721,'1 ',    0.11E-01,    0.568E-01,    0.0 

722,723,'1 ',    0.137E-01,    0.957E-01,    0.01 

724,721,'1 ',    0.218-01,    0.1511E-1,    0.02 

724,725,'1 ',    0.00754,    0.0773,    0.01 

161,725,'1 ',    0.0489,    0.3492,    0.538 

0 / END OF BRANCH DATA, BEGIN TRANSFORMER DATA 

734,724,,1 
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762,712,,1 

 

 

 

722,715,,1 

 

 

 

0 / END OF TRANSFORMER DATA, BEGIN AREA DATA 

0 / END OF AREA DATA, BEGIN TWO-TERMINAL DC DATA 

0 / END OF TWO-TERMINAL DC DATA, BEGIN VSC DC LINE DATA 

0 / END OF VSC DC LINE DATA, BEGIN SWITCHED SHUNT DATA 

0 / END OF SWITCHED SHUNT DATA, BEGIN IMPEDANCE CORRECTION 

DATA 

0 / END OF IMPEDANCE CORRECTION DATA, BEGIN MULTI-TERMINAL DC 

DATA 

0 / END OF MULTI-TERMINAL DC DATA, BEGIN MULTI-SECTION LINE DATA 

0 / END OF MULTI-SECTION LINE DATA, BEGIN ZONE DATA 

0 / END OF ZONE DATA, BEGIN INTER-AREA TRANSFER DATA 

0 / END OF INTER-AREA TRANSFER DATA, BEGIN OWNER DATA 

0 / END OF OWNER DATA, BEGIN FACTS DEVICE DATA 

0 / END OF FACTS DEVICE DATA 

0 
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chng 

1 

732 

1 

2 

-1 

713 

1 

2 

-1 

725 

1 

2 

-1 

724 

1 

2 

-1 

715 

1 

2 

-1 

-1 
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chng 

1 

161 

 

 

1 

1 

0 

-1 

281 

 

 

1 

1 

0 

-1 

-1 

text ** turn machine buses to code 2 

text ** 

text ** 


